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Abstract

The thesis addresses the issue of whether the nature and extent of democracy

within a trade union organization is related to the degree of membership
support for the union's policies. The thesis also postulates that the
objectives of a trade union shape the nature and extent

of internal

union

democracy. This study attempts to ascertain that greater union democracy would
improve a union's strength vis a vis the employers with which

it

deals, and

would consequently improve members' working conditions and benefits.

An extensive evaluation of the Manitoba Food and Commercial Workers', Local 832
was undertaken to test the above hypotheses.

The relationship between the level of internal democracy and the extent ol
membership support

for union policies and actions was relatively strong, both

in the correlation procedures and the regression analysis. The qualitative
analysis of specific incidents

in the bargaining relationship between the MFCW

and Safeway and ÏVestfair also supported the hypothesis that the level of union
democracy is related to the degree of support

for the union's

policies.

:

The hypothesis that greater union democracy would improve members' working
conditions and benefits was indirectly supported by the quantitative
relationship discovered between the level of democracy and support for union
policies. Increased membership support for union policies would aid the Local

in attaining the best possible negotiated benefits and working conditions for
t
the memþers.

Finally,

some support was

found for the hypothesis that trade union objectives

and the economic environment shape the nature and extent of internal union
democracy. The history of the MFCW's bargaining relationship with Safeway and

tilestfair lends some support to this hypothesis.

The strength of the analysis rests in the comprehensive examination

of the

organization under study. The major weakness is the lack of comparison betwecn

different trade union organizations. A time-series analysis would also have
been useful in determining whether initiatives to increase membership support

actually influence support levels for union policies.
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CHAPTER

(i)

I

Introduction

The objective of the thesis is to determine whether membership support for

union policies is affected by the degree of internal democracy within a trade
union organization. Specifically, does the members'role in the
decision-making process, and the leaders' willingness to incorporate

rank-and-file ideas and initiatives into its policies, affect the membership's
willingness to actively support the union's goals and objectives, particularly
on the picket line.

As a member of the MFCW,

I

witnessed the inability

of the union to gather

support from its Safeway members for the striking Westfair workers in the
summer

of 1987. It

was also apparent that the union had failed to gather

optimum levels of support from its Westfair members. This thesis addresses the
question of whether the membership might have been more supportive

union's struggle

if

of

the

they had been more involved with the day-to-day operations

of the union over the past several years. It is hoped that the report provides
some insight into this question, and that the findings

will

be of use to the

organization under study for practical purposes.
'

The thesis involved a combination of qualitative and quantitative research
methods. Interviews with staff representatives, shop stewards and elected

officials of the Manitoba Food and Commercial rrYorkers' Local 832, as well

as

examinations of the Constitution and By-Laws, recent contracts and ACTION
magazines provided the information
I
t

required to describe

-2the structure and activities of the Local, as well as programs implemented

within the past few years which have dealt with membership participation.

The quantitative research centred around the survey of Manitoba Food and
Commercial rilorkers'members working at Safeway and Westfair in Winnipeg. The
response rate u/as relatively good, and the resulting sample provided a

fairly

accurate representation of the population under study.

The first section of the thesis will consist of a discussion of past works on

union democracy, concluding with the specific hypotheses of the study, and the
methodology undertaken to test the hypotheses. Chapter

II

includes

a

description of market conditions over the past ten years and a discussion of

the bargaining relationship between Local 832 and Safeway and Westfair within

this period. Chapter

of Local

III

deals with the structure, activities and objectives

832, and programs and policies implemented

within the past ten

years

dealing with membership involvement. Chapter IV summarizes the findings

of thc

qualitative research.

Chapters V and

Chapter
those

VII

VI contain the results of the quantitative research, while

compares the results

of two recent studies on union democracy with

of the present study. Chapter VIII summarizes the findings of

the

quantitative research. The summary and conclusions of the study form the final
chapter of the study.

(ii)

Review of the Llterature

The subject of union democracy has received ample attention over the years.

of union government, the

Researchers have examined the nature

democracy, and the criteria necessary

for an adequate

measure

goals

of

of union

the

phenomenon. Not surprisingly, there has developed a wide array of viewpoints,

largely the result of the types of unions under consideration and the varying
assumptions authors have made about union objectives. As well, depending on

the criteria used in the measurement process, different standards of union
democracy have emerged. This section

will

discuss some

of the

debates

in

the

current literature regarding the measurement and goals of union democracy.

Participation, meeting attendance and voting in elections have been considered

traditional indicators of union democracy. (Whyte, Strauss and

Sayles,

Edelstein and Warner, Ginsberg, Taft, Lipset, Trow and Coleman, Faunce).
(J. Anderson, 1979, p.433) John Anderson believes the key issue in union
democracy is the "manner

in which influence is obtained and exercised."

(J. Anderson, 1979, p.a33) He notes, however, the general lack of evaluation

of members' behaviour or impact on the decision-making

processes

of unions

which go beyond traditional methods of participation. (Spinrad, Perline and
Lorenz, Tannenbaum and Kahn, Kovner and Lahne)

-4Anderson states that informal modes of membership participation must also
analyzed in order to determine the extent
decisions, since "the involvement

of

of membership influence over union

members in decision-making appears to havc

been displaced by behavioral involvement
1979,

be

in union activities." (J. Anderson,

p.433) Especially with the increase in the size of unions, the 'shop

society' in the United Kingdom has emerged in which members 'gain information
and provide input into the formal decision-making process." (J. Anderson, 1979,

p.435) However, since only representatives from the shop society attend the

formal union meetings, an important aspect of membership participation

is

inadvertently left out of the measurement of union democracy.

Another indicator of union democracy involves leadership responsiveness,
although the validity of this measurement has been questioned. 'The fact that

the union hierarchy meets the goals of members without their formal
participation, no matter how their interests were determined may not

be

considered democratic.' (J. Anderson, 1979, p.435) Michels, for example, has

argued that over time, leaders are more concerned with maintaining their own
positions and control over the organization than with their members'

interests. As well, leaders may manipulate members to a point where an
analysis of certain criterion may only be measuring the influence of union

officials. (Marcus) In terms of

measurement criteria, Anderson concludes that

future research on union democracy must consider combined
approaches (including measurement

of formal and informal methods of

participation) since no single measure can adequately represent the degree of

internal union democracy.

-5Herman Benson argues that in reality, unions are not constitutional democracies

ruled from the bottom up, but are in fact, "oligarchies, some more absolute,
some more limited, ruled from the top down by an administrative team dominated

by national officers.' (Benson,

1986,

p.324) According to Benson, the 'tone'

of union government is set by: (l) its power structure; (2) the electorate and
(3) the active cadre outside the union, including critics, oppositionists and
dissenters. Benson is convinced of the presence of an "official family" in
npermanently orS,anized, disciplined and
most union bureaucracies, which is

solidified by the common adherents in holding power.'(Benson: 1986'

p.328)

Oppositional forces have no permanent base in the union structure, while the

'regime' holds

full

legislative, executive and judicial power. (Benson: 1986,

p.328) The national leaders surround themselves with a host of professional

staff, whose interests lie with the administration, and who are employed to
protect the administration

if

threatened by opposition at election

administration also monopolizes the

time. The

press:

The effect of the monopolization of the press by the
officialdom is not that it convinces the membership,
but that it creates an aura of leadership omnipotence,
obliterates the notion that some alternative leadership
might be possible, and demoralizes potential opposition
among the union cadres. (Benson: 1986, p.336)

Finally, the national convention, "so touted

as the embodiment

of

democracy",

is "normally a politically manipulated body easily controlled by the national

officialdom.' (Benson:

1986, p.339)

Benson maintains, however, that the state

of democracy in the American labour

movement/ is healthier and more encouraging today than at any time

'",

i-

in the forty

-6years since the end

of World

\¡Var

II." (Benson: 1986, p.329) The official

power of the national leadership is limited by checks from within and without

the union. Insurgent movements within unions have attempted to bring the

officialdom under control, while external forces (such as the union reform
movement resulting in legislation such as the Labour Management Reporting and
Disclosures Act

of

1959) have sought to protect the rights

of

members within

their unions, and to provide tools for democratic reform.

Membership apathy, Benson declares, "is often not the cause

of

the

bureaucracy's triumph, but its result.' (Benson: 1986, p.356) Measures of

union democracy must therefore focus on insurgent movements within unions, and
external forces pressuring for democratic reform. The counterposing of
interests between members and leaders provides the stimulus for internal union
democracy, which

in turn is a nnecessary weapon in the interests of

members

vis-a-vis their own representatives.' (Benson: 1986, p.369)

Benson's argument is noteworthy

in that it

analysis of traditional indicators

of union democracy. Opposition to the

emphasizes the need to go beyond the

elected leadership need not be formally entrenched to have an effective

democratic organization. As well, public opinion may have a larger effect on
the structure af a union's government than its own formal constitution.
However, Benson does not elaborate on how internal insurgent movements actuall¡,

result in progressive changes to the oligarchic structures of the American

7unions he is describing. Do revolts from below result in leadership turnover
and a subsequent mobilization of the new faction's political power within the
organization, or do they produce a reorganization of the union's government to
prevent the reemergence of a politically oppressive oligarchy? Although the
presence

of oppositional currents lvithin a union are a nhealthy" sign of

democracy, the actual structures and policies of the union, specifically with
respect to the degree

of membership influence in union affairs, are the key

elements in the discussion

of internal union democracy. How internal

and

external oppositional forces affect these structures and activities might be a

useful supplement to the central discussion.

Freeman and Medoff write nunion democracy depends on the extent to which
members have a voice

in choosing leaders and in determining union policy."

(Freeman and Medoff, 1984, p.220) In their analysis of American unions

(involving criteria such

as meeting attendance, voting,

holding an office

position, filing of grievances, turnover of leadership and election conduct)

they conclude that "there is a great deal of democracy ... throughout the
labour movement, particularly at the local union level.n (Freeman and Medoff,
1984,

p.220) According to their research, a large proportion of members

participate in union activities, there is a reasonable degree of leadership
turnover, particularly at the local level, and election conduct, for the most
part, suffers nvery few breaches of internal democracy." (Freeman and Medoff:
1984,

p.2ll)

As well, surveys of members indicate that'while some blue-collar

private sector union members felt that there were some problems with the
management of their union..., only a bare 3 percent in each year specifically

mentioned a lack of democracy as the
t
t

p.209)

i

difficulty."

(Freeman and

Medoff:

1984,

8-

Freeman and Medoff argue that the opportunity to voice opinions, and to

participate in union activities are readily available to most union members,
and a large number of the members take advantage of these opportunities. The
exact nature of membership influence over the decision-making process is not
examined in any detail. What types

of meetings do members attend? Does formal

participation in union activities result in the incorporation of members' views
and demands into the union's policies and objectives? What is the relationship
between the nature of membership participation and the objectives

of

the

union's activities? Freeman and Medoff offer a description of membership
behaviour in union activities. However, they do not illustrate how the members

actually determine union policy, one of the criteria they noted as an important
indicator of the extent of internal union democracy.

Richard Hyman emphasizes the need to analyze the power and control of unions

within the whole structure of society, since unions can become a part of, what
he terms, the control system of management. (Hyman, 1975, p.74) In its fight

for internal democracy, the union must

also

fight employers and state officials

who would like to influence union decisions, especially in matters of control
over the membership.

Hyman outlinçs the efficiency versus participation argument which has emerged

in the discussion of union democracy. The Webbs

\¡/ere among the

first to argue

that rank and file members lack the skill, knowledge, experience or interest to
control trade union affairs. (S. Webb and B. Webb, 1897) (Hyman, 1975, p.74)
Others have since argued that leaders and full-time officials act as nguardians

of organizational efficiency; the role of leaders as such can be inhibited or
tÍ

-9obstructed by democratic control from below. (Hyman, 1975, p.74) nCoherent
and consistent policy, they insisted, was impossible within the framework of

'primitive democracy'.' (Hyman, 1986, p.74) H.A. Clegg maintained that the
omachinery of democratic control, the various processes of rank-and-file

involvement in decision-making, deter officials from initiatives which might
provoke opposition; thus they constitute 'obstacles to effective leadership'
(Clegg, 1970,

p.ll2-8). (Hyman, 1975, p.74) According to Hyman

some draw the conclusion that 'the hazards of the electoral
system' must be as far as possible eliminated in order to
strengthen the powers of decision-making in unions'
(Hooberman, 1970: 29); or that 'the unions are going to have
to attract careerists as well as idealists if they are to
survive.' (Shanks, l96l: 100) (Hyman, 1975, p.74)

Hyman believes these arguments inspire proposals to further limit rank and file

control over the leadership, resulting in even narrower definitions of
democracy.

Hyman links the concept of union democracy to the notion of control in the

workplace. Unions are restricted by employers, governments,.
and full-time union officials primarily to functions which nexclude any serious
challenge to the existing social order and the structure of control in

industry.' (Hyman, 1975, pp. 86-87) Within a capitalist economy, trade
unions can only protect their members nagainst the more extreme consequences of
:

their subordination to capital; the fact of this subordination they are not
entitled to challenge.' (Hyman, l975, p. 87) Labour-management conflict

has

been stabilized through the grievance and collective bargaining processes,

where 'reasonable demands' are appreciated, and often rewarded by management.

"Evidentþ, then, thc central role of collective bargaining in
I

-10-

union policy should be interpreted as an accomodation to external power.'
(Hyman, t975, p.89) Hyman believes greater worker control within unions (ie.
Erelter democracy) would entail a larger degree of control over working
conditions and the outcome of work, resulting in decreased power of management
over such activities.

According to Hyman, there is a strong relationship between the nature of

a

union's objectives, and the degree of internal democracy Ìvithin the

organization. He argues that the more limited a union's objectives, the

less

inclined members are to become involved.
For the more limited the objectives pursued, the less
central to the worker's life interests is his union,
and the less, therefore, his incentive to become
actively involved in the machinery of internal decisionmaking. The more exclusive the focus on collective
bargaining, then, the less likely it is that most
members will seek control either the means or ends of
union action. At the same time, the pressures on the
official to maintain control over the rank and file in
order to support stable and orderly industrial relations
are further corrosive of internal democracy.
(Hyman, 1975: p.92)
Furthermore, workers have, like their elected and paid officials, undergone
socialization process in which 'radical' demands are considered
subversive and detrimental to the health of the economy, and systematically

a

- ll

-

repressed. The'socialization process' has resulted in trade union objectives

that have been narrowed to gaining moderate improvements in wages and working
conditions, working with the state and management to control the workers'
aspirations and maintaining their own existence through job security clauses.

Central to Hyman's argument is the contention that within a capitalist society,
external influences shape the objectives of a trade union organization; these
objectives in turn limit membership participation, and hence, internal union
democracy. (Hyman, 1975: pp.92-3) Although Hyman discusses the objectives ol

trade unions in some detail, he provides little insight into the purpose of
greater democracy. Hyman implies that broader objectives necessitate a strong
and cohesive rank and

file in order to back 'radical' demands, but does not

elaborate on how internal union democracy would facilitate the attainment of
these demands.

Richard Herding makes several insightful comments concerning the issue of union
democracy, using the phenomenon of job control as an illustration
general theories. 'The state

of democracy within a trade union

and crucial impact on the job-control rights the union

will

of

his

has an obvious

demand in the

bargaining process, and on the distribution and meaning of these rights for its
members.' (He¡ding, 1972, p. 14) In his study

of various industries in Germany

and the United States, Herding found that job control fosters aspirations
to\¡/ard resisting management domination and towards workers'self-determination

at the workplace. (Herding,

1972,

p. 347) 'They put a limit and pose a virtual

-t2
challenge to attempts by bureaucracies

of either side to sacrifice job control

to cooperation and industrial harmony at workers' expeose.' (Herding,

1972, p.

347).

The purpose of union democracy, Herding believes, is to ensure that members'
interests be the guiding force of union decisions; the accommodation of unions

to the capitalist system must not threaten these interests. Thus workers
become militant when they believe the union is 'selling out' to the employer.

To survive, and retain membership support, the union must pursue policies in
the best interests of its members; they must be visibly in favour of supporting
membership demands: '\ilhat counts to the union members is not just the results

that might as well have been conceded by 'benevolent' autocrats, but the way of
accomplishment by labor representatives accountable in a visible manner to

shop-floor grievances and demands." (Herding, 1972, p. 347)

According to Herding's analysis, then, there appears to be some relationship
between trade union objectives, internal union democracy and shop floor

militancy and support. \ilorkers have a degree of influence over control in the
shop, or view this as an important objective. Both leaders and management come

under attack when these objectives are sacrificed. Herding's results seem to
support Hyman's claim that wider objectives, in this case job control, increase
worker's interest in their union's functions. Representatives are required to
be more visibly accountable to the rank and

file at the shop floor level.

phenomenon would in turn appear to indicate a greater degree

within the organization.

of

This

democracy

- l3
Perry Anderson discusses union democracy as it relates to an increasingly

militant working class in Britain. He notes that the 'lack of democracy in
trade unions is to be understood in terms of the nature of the system into
which they are inserted: that is, capitalism." (P. Anderson, 1967, p.275) In
a capitalist society, any institution created for or by the working class can
be used as a lveapon against it, and pressure for this type of tveapon to be used

is exerted by the dominant class. (P. Anderson, 1967,p.275) Working class

unity requires disciplined organization; these organizations in turn
"the natural objective(s) of capitalism to appropriate

it

become

(them) for the

stabilization of the system.n (P. Anderson, 1967, p.275) In this manner,
many British trade unions "serve the objective function of subordinating the

working class to capitalism." (P. Anderson, 1967, p.275) However, Anderson
also argues that due to the 'paradoxical nature'

of trade unionism,

"-a

component of capitalism that is also by its nature antagonistic to it-", trade

unions are not

qly

"organizations of adaptation to the status quo", (P.

Anderson, 1967, p.275) since they would lose members

any gains at

if

they failed to make

all. 'They perform a dual role, both shackling their

the system and bringing home limited benefits within

it.'

members to

(P. Anderson, 1967,

p.275)

Anderson believes that the enhanced role of shop stewards in the class struggle

in Britain is the result of the lack of democracy apparent in the major

unions:

"Bureaucratic repression in the union- a consequence of its capture from above

by the environment of capitalism- tends to lead to a revolt from below which
acts as a restoration

of the status quo ante'the natural situation of struggle

inherent in the capitalist organization of industry. (P. Anderson, 1967,
I

277) i

/

p.

-14The fight for more militant unions is a fight

for

greater democracy in the

unions, Anderson believes, and greater freedom of debate inside the union
movement would create a more self-reliant and militant working class;
phenomenon which would improve the lot of the working class. "For

a

it

is

obvious that militancy is industrially more effective in achieving \¡/age
increases than class collaboration.' (P. Anderson, p.277) Anderson links the

state of militancy to the degree of internal democracy. Increased democracy

would increase militancy and would thus be instrumental in improving the
workers' position in relation to management.

Albert

Rees states

that while the interests of the membership and the

leaders in seeking gains in collective bargaining may not be diverse, the
leadership's views on bargaining demands and strategy are usually more moderate

than those of the rank-and-file. (Rees, 1977, p. 168) "Increasing union
democracy is therefore likely to lead unions to make larger economic demands

and to press for grievances that have little merit.n (Rees, 1977, p. 168) This
statement implies that moderate demands
eyes

will

have more merit, at least in the

of the employer. This position was argued by both Perry Anderson and

Richard Hyman, who noted that a union's relationship with an employer is

less

volatile when reasonable demands are put forth. However, Rees implies that
larger demands would jeopardize the interests of the members, and must
therefore be contained by the leadership. Unlike Hyman and Anderson, he does

not believe greater union democracy might enable the leadership to make more
progressive demands.

- 15 -

Rees goes on to claim that even though union government is not as democratic as

civil

government, "as long as a union does a good job of protecting the

economic and job interests

of the

members, they

will

almost always give

and warm support.n (Rees, 1977, p. 168) Rees does not predict what

will

it full
occur

when the leadership fails to deliver the goods, or when economic slumps force
unions to fight concessions on wages and benefits as well as working

conditions. How does the level of union democracy affect the union's strategy

in

these instances? Will a replacement

of leaders be enough to mobilize the

fight

these concessions? In Rees' analysis,

membership support necessary to

union democracy is reduced to some apparent commonality of interests between
the leaders and the members; how this relationship is affected by the
environment surrounding collective bargaining is not examined in any great
detail.

The literature review has revealed a variety of important issues concerning

union democracy. Some major themes which emerge concern the nature of
membership participation

in union activities, including the debate as to

whether greater union democracy would in fact serve the interests of the
members. One major component of this debate is whether the leader's interests

. reflect those of the members. Many authors have agrued

that oligarchic prevent

meaningful democracy, and often result with the leaders' interests
predominating over those of the members.

Another theme involves the measurement of union democracy; different authors
and researchers have stressed different criteria as valid indicators of this
phenomenon. Finally, some discussion has involved the goals and objectives of
I

-16trade unions. With the exception of Perry Anderson, the major drawback of most
recent studies on union democracy is the lack of analysis concerning the

relationship between trade union objectives, the degree of internal democracy,
and the rank-and-file militancy required to attain the union's objectives.

It

is essential to determine whether increased democracy would in fact improve

working conditions and benefits for the members involved, and more
specifically,

if it

would help maintain and improve these benefits during

periods of economic recession.
secure good packages

It

is easy to demonstrate a union's ability to

for the members during times of economic prosperity

without enlisting membership participation at

all.

However, in 'tougher'

times, the leaders are faced with concessions, or minimal increases in

benefits, and the relationship between the leaders and the, members becomes much

different. Thus, the present study will focus on the objectives of a specific
trade union, how these have determined the level of internal union democracy,
and how the entire relationship has been shaped by the specific economic
context in which

it

occurred.

The second issue to be considered involves a comparison of the nature of the
decision-making process in the day-to-day activities of the union and that

which develops during a time of crisis, for example, during a strike. The
relationship between the extent of democracy and the nature

of the decision-making process in the latter

scenario has not been analyzed in

any great detail. The theory postulated in this study is that a lack of
membership participation in day-to-day union affairs may lead to a lack of
membership support
tr

il

for the union during

these crisis periods.

It

is hoped that

-17some relationship between union democracy and the nature and extent of

collective membership militancy

will

be discovered.

Unfortunately, the effect of job control aspirations on the extent of internal
union democracy cannot be addressed in the study due to limitations on the
instrument used. Determining membership views on job control would involve
more in-depth questionnaire supplemented by interviews with employees

in

a

the

units, research beyond the scope of the present analysis.

(i¡i)

Objectives of the Study - Speclfic Hypotheses

The objective of the present study is to broaden the analytical framework
developed in past works concerning union democracy to include the dynamic

nature of union-management relations in today's society. This particular
study approach

will attempt to test some

case

general hypotheses about union

democracy, while focussing on specific issues a union faces during periods of
economic recession. The study

will

discuss the objectives

of a trade union

organization, the Manitoba Food and Commercial rrVorkers, Local 832, the economic
climate surrounding the relationship between this union and two employers,
Canada Safeway and Westfair, the level of internal democracy within the union,

the nature and extent of membership support for union policies and actions, and

the types of benefits secured for the membership over the past ten years. The
general proposition

of the study is that increased union democracy would

strengthen the union in relation to management, and would thus be instrumental

in increasing or at least maintaining benefits for the members.

- l8
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The specific hypotheses to be explored in the study include:

(l)

The level of internal union democracy is related to the nature and
extent of membership support for union policies and actions.

(2)

The objectives of trade unions shape the nature and extent
of internal union democracy, the relationship being shaped by
the economic context in which it occurs.

(3)

Greater union democracy would improve union strength, and consequently members' working conditions and benefits.

,t

t-
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(iv)

Populatlon Studied

The population under study is the Manitoba Food and Commercial rrVorkers'
LJnion, Local 832, specifically those who work

for Safeway and Westfair in

Winnipeg. As well, the study will examine a number of incidents which
have occurred

in the bargaining relationship between the MFC\Y and the

above companies.

Local 832, chartered by the United Food and Commercial Workers of America,
was founded May 2, 1938. The Local administers roughly seventy contracts

in its Manitoba jurisdiction, covering a total of approximately

7000

members. Safeway is the largest employer, with 3000 unionized members in
Winnipeg, Selkirk, Carman, Portage la Prairie, Brandon, Dauphin

and Thompson. Westfair Foods (SuperValu, EconoMart and ShopEasy) is the
second largest employer,

with

1600 unionized members

in lilinnipeg, Brandon,

Dauphin and Thompson.

(v)

Methodology

To examine th€ state of union democracy within the population under study,
qualitative and quantitative research were undertaken. Specifically, the

following qualitative research was undertaken.

t

:l

t-
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In-depth personal interviews were conducted with union representatives,
shop stewards, Executive Board members, negotiating committee members, the
Secretary-Treasurer of Local 832 and the President and Chief Executive

Officer.

A review of the content of the union's official publication

was

completed. This involved reading through publications from the last ten
years to determine the type

of information relayed to the members,

and

activities in which members were invited to participate.

An examination of contracts reached by the union and Safeway and

\rVestl-air

over the past several years was conducted. The purpose of this exercise
was to monitor improvements/concessions to wages and working conditions
agreed to between the parties.

This phase of the research also included a brief summary of the province's
economic conditions over the past decade, with a specific focus on the

local food industry. Information was gathered from newspaper and magazine
articles, trade journals, and interviews with the Local's representatives.

The quantitative research involved a survey of Manitoba Food and
Commercial Workers members working at Safeway and Westfair in Winnipeg.
Members were invited to express their views on the Local's structure and

activities, and to indicate the extent of their involvement in the union's
affairs.

-2t
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The following section begins the qualitative research undertaken for the
study, with a description of the general market conditions in Manitoba and

the bargaining history of the Local and the two major food retailers in
the last decade.

CHAPTER

(i)

II

Market Conditions and Bargalnlng History 1978-1988

The economic climate surrounding the bargaining relationship between

union and the companies

it

a

must deal with is of considerable importance in

the discussion of union democracy. Factors such as the degree of
competition within a particular industry, profit levels of companies in
the industry and unemployment rates in the area will affect the types of
collective agreements negotiated between a union and a specific company or
group of companies over a given period of time.

Beginning

in

1980, and lasting

well into

1983, Canada experienced a

general recession, part of a long wave of economic crisis whiêh first
became evident

in the mid 1970's. Unemployment rates in Canada

high of ll.9% in

1983

rose to a

while real growth in Gross National Product declined

to a low of -4.4% in 1982. The unemployment rate in Manitoba increased
steadily from 1978 and peaked at 9.4% in 1983. Unemployment levels in
lVinnipeg reached a high
steadily. (See Table

l)

of

10.7%

in

1983 and have since decreased

TABTE ].

tiNErtPIo]ßtÐII RAIES

-

Cn¡BDA, ¡'ÍANrIOBA AND WINNIPæ
1978 - L987

SEASOIBLLY

ADrustÐ

NIqJRES

Car¡ada Manitoba wfurnipeg
(x)

(x)

].:982

8.3
7.4
7.5
7.5
11.0

L983
L984

L1_.9
1_1.3

1985
1986

L0.5
9.6

6.5
5.3
5.5
5.9
8.5
9.4
8.3
8.1
7.7
7.9
7.4

L978
L979
l_980

L98l-

Januarlr J-987
August 1987

Data

Sqrrce: Stati-sÈics Carnda Cata-Logue No.
l,fanitúa Statistical Rs¡iæ¡
zrd g¡arÌer L987, p.6

l_0.6

8.L

7l--001-

(x)

ot

r0.7
9.3
8.8
8.5
oo

7.8

-22The value of retail trade of grocery and other food stores in Manitoba
declined significantly

in 1982 and 1983, although 1976 and 1977 displayed

relatively low increases in value fo retail trade as well. After the
recession began, the value
and 2.7%

of retail trade increased by only

in 1983. The rate increased considerably in

dropped significantly once again

in

1984

9.3%

in

1982,

and 1985, and

1986' (Table Here).

The figures in table 2 indicate that the provincial retail food market did

not escape the effects of the recession, clearly a concern for the major

food retailers who control much of the provincial market.

During the recessionary period, the degree of competition in the Manitoba
food industry increased dramatically with the introduction of
'Superstores' in the early 1980's. Loblaw Companies Ltd. Consolidated,

which includes EconoMart, ShopEasy, Westfair Foods, SuperValu and Loblaws
would change the face of the entire retail food industry in Manitoba.

Loblaws Companies through Westfair Foods (a
division of Kelly, Douglas) continues its
expansion in the Prairies and beyond mainly at the
expense of Canada Safeway. In just over three
years, Loblaws stores have captured an estimated
25% of the Manitoba food market. Its
I state-of-the-art, no frills Super Valu outlets
' have cut deeply into the profit margins of
competitors.

(Financial Post. April 13, 1985, p.l3)

TABTE 2

llAtuE oF REHIL TRADE, GROCRY AIID
(IIHffi. FÐOD STORES
L972 - L986
(Tlrcusards
of Dolla::s)
l4anitòa

? Cbarge

Year

Ì4anitùa

]-,972

343,162
383,479

LL.7

442,44O

L5.4
L2.6

L973
L974

L978

498,06L
543,82L
577,O49
654,O25

1,975

1976
1:977

IT.7
9.l_

6.L
13.3

t979

731,,O4L

IL.7

L980

806,796

t_0.4

l_981-

916 t599
L,OO2,9r7
l_r 030,l_63

l-3.6
9.3
2.7
13.3

L982
1,983

a984
1985
L986

r,166,72L

l_5.5

L,347,9O8
1-,434,534

Scr¡:ce: l4anitea Stati.stical

6.4

Revienv,

Quarter, L979

çP. 73,74 f.st Q:ar{er t

1987 ,

Lst

¡p.

57,58
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Canada Safeway's share
1983

to

32.4q6

in

of the Manitoba retail food market dropped from

1985, and decreased even

further to

30.8%

34.30/o

in

in 1986. Fierce

competition and price wars forced twenty-t\¡/o Dominion stores in Western Canada

to close down. (Financial Post, March 19,
Ltd. had captured

24.896

phenomenal increase

accounting for

p.6) By

1986, Loblaws Companies

of the Manitoba retail food market. This represented

of ll.2% in just

20.2Vo,

1983

a

over three years, with SuperValu

and EconoMart possessing 4.6% of the total market.

(See

Table 3)

Profit levels of the two corporations in Manitoba over the last ten years are
unavailable. Loblaw Companies Ltd. published its net earnings for its Western

Division up to

1983,

while Canada Safeway Ltd. figures are for the entire

Canadian division of the corporation. Published figures indicate that sales in
Loblaw's Western Division decreased significantly

in

1984

in 1982 and 1983, recovering

and 1985, and decreasing again in 1986 and 1987. Net earnings in

for the \Yestern Division only increased by 2.09b over the previous year.

1982

Based

on the sales figures for the \ilestern Division from 1983 to 1987, and on the
corporation's total net earnings for these years, the net earnings for the
Western Division decreased even further

in

I983, with recovery beginning in

1984. (See Table 4)
:

Sales and

profit figures for Canada Safeway Ltd. show similar trends, although

the data include the entire Canadian division of the corporation. Table
reveals that increases in sales were relatively high

until 1982. In

sales increased by only 4.4%. By 1985, sales has decreased by

in

gross

profit levels of .the corporation
t

1983,

l%.

rvere reasonably stable

5

Increases

until

1983,

TABTE 3

- I'ÍANIIOBA
IRETÀTL Cf,}TLEIS' STßRE OF TRADE

PRCÍ\IINCf,AL ìßRKET SffiRES

1983

-

1986

L984

July
1-98s

Safenray

34.3

37.0

32.4

30.8

SryerÍalu

13.6

15.5

18.e

(2o.2)

(fhe Real Ca¡ndian
Sæerstore 6-cP)

10.1

9.2

8.8

8.2

6.7

6.4

8.5

6.0

N/A

N/A

3.6

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

4.6

IGA

fänity

Fbre

Econcrnart

*

ct¡alÈ rder¡tifies volurc

ty irdiviù:al Stone Banr¡ers.

San:ce: Carndian Glrccer. Decalber, L985, P.2O, l{l-.'y, L987,
p.38

TABLE 4

IfID. CãNAÐA A}ID I{EgTffiN DNIISIOÙ{
L987
SÀLES À}TD NE:r EARNI}GS L978

T¡BIÀI/¡ OCÙIPANIES

($

-

l{ilIions)

Western Division

I Cfrarge

Net Earnirgs å Cfrarqe

Canada Sales

Sales

2,645
2,857

1_0.6

11.

L3.

l-980
t-981

3, l_98
3r5L3

L,L7L
1,324
L,424

14.0

]-'979

l_,598

L2.3

4982
l-983

3,847
4rLzL
4,394
4,668
5,098
5,689

t_l. 3
t_3.1
]-6.7
l_7.0
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

6.4
15.9
26.9
2.0

L978

]-,984

1985
1986
]-987

r_

7.5

L,7L4

7.3

583

-7.6

l_r

L,7O2

7.5

l_r 888
2 tO3O
2,O9O

l_0.9

7.6
2.8

I

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Source: Anrual- Reports, I¡b1aw Ltd., selected year:s.
NET EARì¡-INC*S (MIrr.TOllS OF æLIÀRS)
I¡BTAT^T æMPANIIES IIID.,
L978 - L987

Year

Net Earni:qs

I978
t979

26
35
46
53
39
53
64
67
74
74

l_980
1981_

L982
t-983
L984
l_985
1-986

1987

*

Inchdes earni¡qs frqn lóIaw Ocrçanies i¡t

So:::ce: I-oblaw @rpanies LH., Annual RepolÈ,

I

drange
N/A
34.6
31. 4

ts.2

-?Ã o
?RO

20.8
4.7
l-0.4
0.0

Car¡ada
L987

ard ttre United States.

TABLE 5

LIID. - SALæ ÀND PROEIIS
L977 - 1985

CA¡BDA SA¡EI^IAY

(DoIla::s in fho:sards)

Sales

Year
t977
L978'r
t979r(
1980
1_981_

L982
l_983

t984
t_985

L,652,LgO
L,895t795
2,2L6,849
2,562,98O
2,ggL,6].8
3,r76,9O4
3 t3r7 ,955
3,425,338
3,391-,4]-4

t

Charge

Þîofit
328,358

:v],t
16.9
15.6
L2.4

379 tL59

443,369
525,494
604r 015

LO.2

676,6L6

4.4
3.2
-l_.0

727 t9r6

74L,327
75L,98O

Net Income
32,549
N/A
N/A
6l.,45O
67,4]-O
63,507
70 t274
60,639
63 t424

for l-978 arxt 1979 included forieigar sales for Carnda Safew-ay Ltd.
figu:res
in tt¡e table a:¡e estfunates of Carndian division sales, based on
fhe
sales to Carndian sales for tlre years r¿l¡ere data on both
for=ign
of
ratios
divisions was ar¡ailable. Forreigur sales were esti¡ated to account for 4.5%
of total sales i:r 1-978 ard l-979.
¡ligures;

-24u/hen the increase over the previous year's gross

figure dipped further in

1984

profit

was only 7.6%. This

to an increase of only 1.8%. Canada Safeway Ltd.

has not published figures on sales, gross

profit or net income since 1985.

The redistribution of market polver in the retail food industry, coupled \¡/ith
the economic recession, necessitated new management directives for the large

food retailers in Manitoba. The closures of small stores and expansion into
superstores has constituted one response to the increased competition and lower

profit levels. Another major

response has been a harder line at the bargaining

table, where both of the major competitors have attempted to gain concessions

in

wages and working conditions.

Loblaw Companies opened a number of SuperYalu stores
increased shares

in t98l in its bid for

in the Manitoban retail food market. Smaller outlets were

closed to make way

for the new superstores, which carried a whole new line of

products for the cost conscientious consumer. An important aspect of Loblaw's
renewed entry into the Manitoba retail food industry \¡/as a lucrative settlement

with the MFCW, Local 832 in 1981. In return for the signing of Westfair
workers as members of Local 832, the union agreed to a six-year, no-strike
agreement with the corporation which would mirror the contracts concluded
between the lo,cal and Canada Safeway Ltd. and Dominion Food Stores Ltd.

Westfair Foods was thus guaranteed a period of industrial peace during which it
could focus on its expansion into the Manitoba retail food industry.

25-

Safeway has also been concerned with its decreasing share of the provincial

retail food market and losses resulting from the economic recession. Several
small stores have been closed in order that larger superstores could be opened.

A new line of generic products was introduced to compete with the low-priced
no-name products on Westfair's shelves. As well, the company has attempted to

undercut Super Valu's profit levels through the imposition of collective
agreements that would raise Westfair's labour costs, and enable Safeway to
compete more effectively with the expanding corporation.

Since 1981, one of Westfair Foods Ltd.'s main objectives has been to minimiize

labour costs; a major component of this strategy has included the maintenance

of a large workforce comprised mainly of young, new part-time employees. Prior
to

198

l,7O% of the workforce at \ilestfair was full-time. According to one

union representative, SuperValu has hired many nrestrictedn employees to

"fit

its schedule"; individuals who do not expect more than a few hours each week
are hired. The employees receive minimal hours each week, making

it difficult

for most to accrue benefits outlined in the collective agreement. A high
turnover of employees has not been a problem, since the unemployment situation

in Manitoba

has guaranteed a steady flow

of new

employees.

The policy of nraintaining a predominantly part-time workforce was threatened
when,

in

1985, Canada Safeway

Ltd. agreed to a guaranteed ratio of t\¡/enty-fivc

percent full-time employees in the bargaining

unit. According to the l98l

-26-

collective ag,reement between Westfair Foods and Local 832, Westfair was obliged

to adopt a similar ratio of full-time and part-time employees. This condition

of work would undermine one of the strategies that had increased t#estfair's
profits

so

dramatically within a few short years.

Prior to negotiations, the union sent a list of proposals and the Safeway
agreement to \ilestfair. The proposals were drafted after meetings with the

lilestfair membership, who were aware and supportive of the union's demand for
the full-time/part-time ratio. The union explained that the ratio would
achieved gradually through attrition, and would not result

be

in lay-offs of

present employees.

Before the union could meet with Westfair to discuss the proposals, the company

drew up and distributed mock schedules which 'illustrated' the effect the

full-time ratio would have on current employees. At the same time, Westfair
announced that the clause would entail the loss of seven hundred part-time jobs

in Manitoba. This announcement

caused an uproar among Westfair employees. Thc

union called a meeting in order to explain its position more ilearly and to
settle the members' concerns.

The meeting \ilas volatile, although the leadership managed to convince

a

significant number of workers that the company was grossly exagerrating the
effects of the clause. The meeting did not end on a good note, however, with

a

noticeable gap emerging between the full-time and senior part-timer workers and

the less senior part-time employees. The understanding at the end of the
meeting was that the union would attempt to gain more full-time positions in
t
the bargdining unit, and niore hours for the part-time employees.

-27
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In spite of the Local's attempts to convince its westfair membership that the
company was employing scare tactics to renege on its original agreement, and

that the guaranteed ratio would not threaten present jobs, the clause was not
included in the 1985

- 1987 Westfair collective

agreement. In its place, the

Company agreed to add an additional fifteen full-time positions to the

bargaining unit, and to reinstate full-time employees who had been reduced to

part-time since May, 1985 to their full-time positions. The net result was
that, in the future, 16.56% of total hours worked would be full-time hours.

The rank-and-file clearly dictated the union's actions during the I985
contract negotiations with Westfair Foods

Ltd. Although the Local

-

had

1986
a

mandate from the membership to pursue the 25% full-time ratio, the company's

tactics were successful in dividing the membership, and undermining the union's
position at the bargaining table on this particular issue. However, the union
responded to its members, who

felt that the guaranteed full-time ratio was not

in their best interests. In this case, trVestfair's appeal to the employees

was

stronger than the Local's, resulting in a contract that reflected the interests

of the employer, rather than the long-term interests of the members.

Did the incident reveal a lack of democracy within Local 832? In fact, the
union kept mernbers informed of the consequences of the proposal for more

full-time positions, and responded to their demands that the ratio be dropped
from the list of proposals. As well, for the first time, the Westfair
negotiating committee consisted of elected representatives from SuperValu and
Econo Mart stores. Unfortunately, two of the negotiating committe members were
company "spiesn who jeopardized the union's bargaining position throughout thc
/

i,
t-

-28negotiations by briefing management on the union's strategies. In summary, the

Local displayed democratic behaviour throughout the negotiations, but was
unable, in light of the circumstances, to succeed in keeping its membership
completely on side. The resulting contract, although an improvement over
previous contracts in terms of language concerning the number of full-time
workers and group guarantees for senior part-time workers, was less than the

Local had hoped for.

Over the last decade, bargaining has become much more complex and the struggle

for improved

wages and working conditions more intense. Although Local 832 has

not relinquished most of the benefits secured in past agreements, since

1985,

both companies have demanded clauses that potentially undermine the job
security of all MFCW members at Safeway and Westfair. The union has managed,

at the same time, to secure clauses protecting more senior employees from the
adverse effects of the new classifications and policies. However, the trend in
management policies

in the last five years has been to introduce cheaper job

classifications and increase the number of part-time employees in the units.

From 1978 to 1983, Local 832 secured relatively good wage increases from Canada
Safeway. \Yages rose particularly fast in the period from April 1980 to July
1983. The union also secured increases in company contributions to the Dental
and Pension plans, while a Long-Term Disability Plan, to be introduced by the
company, was established in the collective agreement effective August 9, 1982.

Improvements to employee benefits were negotiated from 1978 to 1983, in

particular with respect to coverage extending to part-time employees. Night
stocking and Night Shopping premiums also gradually increased during these
r

)

years.

,t
!

-29In terms of contract language, only minor changes occurred in the agreements
between 1978 and 1983. The weekly number
decreased from 39

in

1975

to 37 in

1983

of hours for full-time

employees

(with no corresponding decrease in

pay). Meat and Bakery department managers hired or promoted after April
1980 were included

28,

in the bargaining unit. Improved language on overtime pay

rules, granting of vacations to part-time employees, better seniority rules for

part-time workers, improved sick leave provisions, increased weekly indemnity
payments and a Prescription Drug Plan (the Company would pay $25.00 deductiblc

effective in the agreement commencing May 10, l98l) were benefits secured by
the union from 1978 to

1983.

The contract negotiated between Canada Safeway and Local 832 commencing in lr{ay

of

1983 had

very few changes. Noteworthy, however, is the fact, while the wagc

increases were relatively substantial, the changes represented steps backward

for the union in terms of language. One first assistant manager per unit would
henceforth be excluded from the bargaining

unit. In stores where the non-foocl

department was open for business on Sunday, part-time employees would work at

straight time, rather than at time and one-half as had been the case in
previous contracts.

Since 1985, there have been many significant concessions to Canada Safeway,

both in wages and contract language. Hourly rates have increased by less than
one-dollar since 1985 for most classifications, and members have settled for
lump-sum payments or credited hours

in lieu of

wage increases

in

recent

agreements. Employer contributions to the Dental and Pension Plan have
increased since 1985.

t
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The agreement commencing

in

1985 contained new provisions governing Sunday

work, since Safeway had decided to open many of its stores on Sunday and coulci
not afford to pay the previously negotiated double or time and one-half rates.
Premium for Sunday work would be $1.00 in addition to the regular hourly rate

of the employee.

Some conditions

of work with respect to Sunday opening were

secured by the Local; most notably, work would be on a primarily voluntary
basis.

The

1985 agreement saw the

introduction of the classification of Courtesy

Bagger. Employees in this classification would perform duties previously
assigned to Service and Food clerks, thus effectively undermining the long-term

job security of most of the present employees. Although a number of provisions
would limit the use of Courtesy Baggers, and,present employees were granted

a

certain degree of job security (in terms of the numbers of hours worked), the
agreement to the use of Courtesy Baggers represented a major concession by the
union.

The introduction of Courtesy Baggers was a very contentious issue for Safeway
employees. The Local stated on numerous occasions during negotiations

in

1985

that it would not agree to a settlement which included the new classification.
However,

it

eventually agreed in return for a number of items, most notably the

guaranteed full-time

ratio. Selling the agreement to the Safeway membership

r¡'as not an easy task. Much heated debate occurred, not only about the

introduction of baggers, but about the union's apparent sell-out to the company
on an issue

it

vowed

it

would not lose. Unlike the Westfair employees,

however, the Local's leaders were able to persuade the Safeway employees to
I

i/
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accept the new collective agreement, arguing that the company was prepared to

weather a strike to wins its demand. The union knew of these intentions at thc

start of negotiations; its position of refusal till the last hour was a ploy to

win demands in other areas of the collective agreement. These arguments
sufficed to provide membership acceptance of the agreement commencing in

1985.

New classifications effective June 29, 1987 included Sales/Service Clerk, and

Floral/Variety/Pharmacy Tech/Refreshment Centre/Store Records-Clerk. New wage
scales,

with lower starting and top rates were established for

these

classifications. The company could also hire up to six baggers per store,

while the duties of baggers were extended.

Collective agreements negotiated between the MFCW and Westfair Foods Ltd. wcrc
also examined, beginning

in 1981. Prior to 1983, Canada Safeway,

Dominion Stores jointly negotiated with the MFC\Y; from 1978 to

Loblaws and

l98l

the

monetary and non'monetary settlement, as well as any retroactive provisions
secured by Safeway employees would apply to Loblaws' employees as
1981, \Yestfair negotiated the no-strike agreement

well. In

with the MFCW. The contract

included a Final Offer Selection process to be in effect for a period of six
years, expiring December 31, 1987.

It

was agreed that the terms

agreements of ,Safeway and Dominion would form the basis

lVestfair and Local 832 f or Final Offer Selection.

of the

of the offer

between

-32Since 1983, some improvements, mirroring those in the Safeway agreement, were
negotiated for Westfair employees. The work week was decreased with no loss of
pay, guarantees of hours for some part-time were introduced, and employer

contributions to the Dental and Pension Plans increased. Greater flexibility
rvas granted to the Company

in hiring or replacing workers in the following

classifications: non-professional assistants, cosmeticians, kitchen shop
attendants, photo sales persons, houseware clerks, hardware clerks and leisure

clerks. Greater flexibility would entail that the positions would be 'filled
by individuals hired or selected on the basis of their skills and seniority

as

determined by management.n

As mentionend, the collective agreement commencing

in

1985 contained languagc

pertaining to the ratio of full-time to part-time workers. The company agreed

that full-time workers reduced to part-time since May 5,

1985

would

be

reinstated to full-time, and an additional l5 full-time positions would be
added to the bargaining

unit. Westfair agreed to maintain the resulting

percentage of full-time hours, (16.56%)

for the duration of the agreement.

The Manitoba Food and Commercial rrVorkers' Education and Training Trust Funcl was
established

in 1985. Effective

December 2, 1985, the Company would contribute

$.03 per hour into the newly established fund.

The May 1985 Collective Agreement between \ilestfair Foods Ltd. and Local 832 did

not reflect Safeway and Dominion agreements in terms of monetary and
non-monetary provisions. A wage scale was included in the agreement. Also
deleted was the Final Offer Selection Process; after the expiration date the

t

-33Agreement would continue until a new agreement tvas signed, or a strike or

lock-out occurred. As well, new classifications of Ice Decorator, Doughnut
Fryer/Bakery Clean-Up, and Courtesy Bagger were established in the agreement
commencing

in

1985.

The 1987 negotiations between Westfair Foods Ltd. and the MCFW resulted in

a

four-month long summer strike. At issue were job security of present
employees, and the inclusion

of the Final Offer Selection

process

in

the

collective agreement. The strike illustrated the Company's confidence in its

ability to maintain its new-found market power for the duration of the strike.

After four months of picketing, the union accepted a contract which introduced
a new, lower paid classification of employees. The new employees, classified
as Departmental Assitants, would essentially be performing work

of

present

employees, but at much lower hourly rvage rates. The Company could hire up to

four hundred Departmental Assistants within the bargaining unit.

These

employees would not receive the guaranteed hours which the company had agreed

to for other part-time employees. The company agreed to the reinstatement of
Finat Offer Selection to the collective agreement

The 1987-1990 agreement also included a 'Return to Work Agreement" in which it
was resolved that the Union and the Company would not discipline, harass or

discriminate against those who had shopped, picketed or worked during the
strike, nand in particular the Union shall not discipline or treat in any
adverse way any employees for working during the strike/lock-out or

for any

other related activity during the strike.' All employees were reinstated with
the exception of sixteen. employees who had been dismissed for alleged
r

miscondr¡ct.
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The examination of contracts indicates that major concessions did not appear

until the 1985 contracts when new, lower paid classifications of

employees werc

introduced and wage increases were less than in previous years. The companies
rvere consciously addressing the problem

of lower profit levels resulting from

the recession, and fighting a fierce battle to gain or retain shares in the

provincial retail food market.

Management's response to the economic crisis and increased competition in the

local retail food industry have implications with respect to the discussion of

internal union democracy within Local

One result

832.

of the emergence of Westfair Food Ltd.

been a dichotomy

in the membership of Local

as

a major competitor

832 who work

has

for the large food

retailers in Manitoba. The relationships each enjoys with the Local are much

different.

rrVestfair's membership was given to the local

in a deal which would

enable the corporation to expand and compete in the Manitoban market. The
process

of organizing the employees, a time when a union establishes personal

contact with the members and makes its goals and objectives known' was

eliminated. Safeway employees, on the other hand, underwent the initial
process

of organizing over thirty years ago, underwent a strike in

have developed a better understanding

of the Local'S objectives,

1978, and

goals and

strategies. There is more trust of the union among Safeway's membership.

Although the length of time Safeway members have been unionized is longer than
most Westfair employees, the manner

in which the groups \¡/ere organized has

affected their impressions of, and relationship with the Local.

-35'lÄ/estfair members have also had to contend with a much more aggressive employcr

in the last six years. Westfair management

has defied the collective agreement

on many occasions; a large number of grievances \ilere filed soon after the l98l
collective agreement came into effect. Westfair employees continue to file
more grievances than their Safeway counterparts, and the recent strike at
lrVestfair Foods Ltd. indicates that the nature of labour/management relations

within the last several years has been less than harmonious.

For its part, the Local has not adopted policies to address the different
circumstances and attitudes

of workers at Westfair

Foods. Although the strike

may have produced a bonding between the workers and the Local, several
estimates of membership behaviour during the strike indicate that

for the most

part, Iilestfair workers were unwilling to actively support the union in its
dealings with mananagement. Although precise figures are not available,
estimates of strike activity indicate that one-third of the workers crossed the

picket line, one-third actively picketed, while one-third chose to stay at
home.

The union failed to gather support for the Westfair strikers among its Safeway
membership. Very few Safeway members actively picketed, or became involved in
some other matter. Many rvere unsympathetic to the strikers' cause, and resented

the increase in dues they paid for the duration of the strike. The union sent

at least two letters to the Safeway members in an appeal for their active
support on the Westfair picket line. As well, union representatives and shop
stewards ì¡/ere encouraged to drum up support at the store level. Many Safeway
members, however, stated that

!,

in

1978, support from Loblaws workers was

-36minimal, and were thus not inclined to offer support to the lilestfair workers.

In spite of its attempts, the Local was unable to harness active support for
the Westfair strike from its Safeway members.

This lack of unity among the Local's retail food membership, in terms of
supporting fellow members during periods of labour strife, is a serious
consequence

of the type of information provided by the Local to its

members.

More specifically, groups of members at the MFCW are treated as separate
entities and the Local spends few resources on educating its members about the
commonality of their situation. Issues affecting Westfair workers are very

similar to those facing Safeway employees; both companies are attempting to
introduce lower paid employee classifications and more part-time help. Each
company is trying to win back concessions gained by the union in previous

negotiations. Most importantly, however, is the fact that since the two
companies are the major competitors
concessions to one company

will

in the provincial retail food industry,

almost certainly result

in the other company

demanding, for competitive reasons, similar concessions'

The Westfair strike should have been a strike agâinst the general policies of
management in the retail food industry. Had the Local pursued a policy of

educating its ontire membership with respect to issues common to the separate

units over the years, they may have been able to mobilize a larger amount of
support from each

unit. The incident illustrates that a lack of a consistent

informative and educational process on a day-to-day basis can result in
misunderstanding and confusion during periods of strife, with less than ideal

militancy and support

as a result.
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Another implication of the economic recession and management's response to the
increasingly competitive local market has been the general weakening of
labour's position at the bargaining table. The contracts negotiated since

1985

indicate several major concesions to the large food retailers, particularly in
the area of new, lower-paid employee classifications. Finally, one staff
representative noted that the number of arbitrations has increased steadily in

the last few years. The companies have become more aggressive in the literal
interpretation of the collective agreements, and are enforcing their
(management) rights to a greater extent.

Market conditions have undoubtedly affected the relationship between Local

832

and the two major retail food companies in Manitoba. \ilhat are the implications

of these findings in the discussion of union democracy?

Has the Local

introduced any policies or programs which have sought to increase membership

input into the union's activities? Has the Local's structure altered in the
last decade to incorporate members' input and involvement? Has

inform members on a continuous basis of

issues

it

attempted to

which might affect its

bargaining position with the companies? Have the objectives, goals and
strategies

of the Local

been explained to members on an ongoing basis, so that

during periods of labour strife the membership is aware and supportive of the
Local's position? These questions

will

be examined before turning to the

results of the survey of Safeway and Westfair members.
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CHAPTER

(i)

III

Structure and Activities of Local 832

The constitution of the United Food and Commercial Workers International Union
overrides all operations and by-laws of the MFCW. The Local pays money each
month for every member in order to remain affiliated with the international

union. Local 832 is bound by the constitution of the international union and
can be penalized

if

these laws are not adhered to.

The by-laws of the MFCW contain additional conditions concerning the Local's

internal operation. These by-laws were originally voted on by the membership;
to amend them, a meeting must be called by the Executive, in which a two-thirds
majority vote of the active members present and voting is in favour of the
amendments. The by-laws outline members' and officers' duties, jurisdiction of

the union, initiation fees and dues, appeals of members from the union's
disposition of grievances, meetings to be conducted by the union, and election
procedures

Article V of the by-laws states that regular monthly membership meetings are to
be held in Fe-bruary, Mây, September and October; at these, seven or more active
members constitute a quorum. The article also stipulates that special meetings

must be held

if

requested by ten percent

of the membership, or if called by

the

Executive Council or President. Meetings involving only segments of the
membership may also be held on an occasional or regular basis, depending on the

Local. Those meetings might involve part of the membership voting on the terms

of

t
a collpctive agreçment.'Adequate notice is to be given

for all meetings in

-39order to give the members a reasonable opportunity to attend. In those
meetings involving a vote, the matter is decided by a majority of the active
members present.

The by-laws of Local 832 also stipulate the makeup of the union's leadership;
these include the president, secretary-treasurer, recorder and thirteen

vice-presidents. The duties and responsibilities of these officers is

outlined, as well as the manner in which they are selected. All officers,
executive board members and members of the Executive Board

Advisory Committee must be elected by secret ballot. Once elected, the
president and the secretary-treasurer occupy their respective offices for

a

term of four years, while the other elected members occupy their positions for
two years. All members can stand for election providing they have been active
members for at least one year prior to the election.

All active

members are

entitled to vote, and elections are to be held at times and places which will
give members a reasonable opportunity to vote. As well, challenges to
elections must be heard within fifteen days, otherwise election results are

declared

fail

final.

Elected officers are subject to disciplinary ac,tion

if

they

to abide by the Local or International Constitution, and must vacate their

position

if

they fail to attend three successive meetings without satisfactory

cause.

The president is the Chief Executive Officer of the union, and is a delegate or
representative to any convention or meeting in which the union participates.

If

more than one delegate is sent, the secretary-treasurer accompanies the

president. All other delegates are to be elected by the general membership.
)

lt
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(This condition is stipulated in the International's Constitution.) The
president has a host of duties and responsibilities, ranging from the
appointment of special committees to the disbursement of union funds.
Decisions of the president are usually subject to the approval

of the Executive

Board of Directors, and also to the membership, especially when financial
matters are involved.

The manner in which proposals for the purpose of collective bargaining are to
be determined is set out in the International's Constitution, Article 23.

(D) l.

The affected membership may submit initial
proposals for a collective bargaining contract
or renewal of such a contract to the President
of their Local Union, to a representative or
committee designated by such President, prior
to the commencement of negotiations. Initial
proposals shall be referred to the affected
membership for approval, as directed by the
President of the Local Union.

After the proposals have

been approved, the President or Committee

designated for collective bargaining must meet with the employer and

attempt to arrive at an agreement. The International by-laws state that
the status of negotiation meetings must be reported to the membership

as

regularly as practical. The employer's final proposal is subject to
:

approval by ttre membership, where a majority vote of the members present
and voting is needed to accept or reject the proposal. No strike or any

other economic action can be taken by a local unless the affected
membership has approved such action by a two-thirds majority vote.
members reject the employer's

final offer, but also reject the option

If

the

to

strike, th€ Local Union Executive Board (after notifying the International
I
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President) has authority to accept or reject the

-

final offer. Local

unions must receive authorization for strike action from the International

Union. Disbursements for strikes, lock-outs or odefense purposesn are
made from the strike fund or from the general funds

of the International

Union after authorization from the International Executive Committee.
Conditions of payment of these funds are outlined in the International's
Constitution.

No mention is made, in either the International Constitution or the MFCW's
by-laws, of the manner in which shop stewards are to be selected. The
president may employ or retain assistants or personnel necessary to
conduct the affairs of the Local Union, but this may not include shop
stewards. The practise of the MFCW has been to hold elections within

units for the purpose of selecting shop stewards. Shop stewards may also
be appointed by a union representative

if

only one person in a unit is

willing to perform the duties, or if no persons volunteer their

services.

The manner in which negotiating committee members are selected is also not

specifically set out in the by-laws governing the International or Local

union. In practise, Executive Board members are automatically part of the
bargaining committee. The remainder of the negotiating committee is
chosen through a combination

of election and appointment, the latter

presumably by the Executive Council of the Local.

Policy formulation is evidently a prerogative of the union's elected
officers, and no formal channel of direct membership input exists. Policy
r

i,
t-
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conferences are held once each year, and are attended by union staff, the

Executive Board and the Advisory Board, which consists of representatives

from

each

of the Local's units. Policies normally include the budget for

the following year, negotiating strategies and various other union
duties.

In summary, the constitution of the International Food and Commercial
lrVorkers and the by-laws

of Local 832 outline the formal operation of the

union, from its dealings with employers to the role of the membership in
union affairs. Members can vote in elections, stand for nomination or
election, attend meetings, and suggest contract proposals. The

International Constitution and the Local's by-laws do not stipulate any
membership involvement beyond these activities.

It is left to the elected

and staff representatives to invite members to be involved as shop
stewards or negotiating committee members. Members are not formally

invited to participate in the policy formulation procedures of the Local,
but can approve decisions (by vote)

if

they attend general membership

meetings. The leaders and staff representatives are ultimately
responsible to the members and in theory,

final decision-making power

rests with the rank-and-file. However, the limited channels of

participation outlined in the Constitution and By-Laws leave the union's

officials with a great deal of control over the nature and extent of
membership involvement in the running

of the Local's affairs.

-43The Local's actual activities and structure are based on the By-Laws and

Constitution discussed above. The following outlines in greater detail
the duties of the union staff, and the input of members and staff into the
decision-making process.

Union representatives are hired by the Local to service the membership,
assist

in or carry out negotiations, police the collective agreements and

aid in organizing campaigns. Shop stewards are volunteers in individual
units who agree to act as a liaison between the union and the members.
They represent the employees' interests in the event of a dispute bet\¡/een
management and an employee within a particular

unit.

These individuals

are the day-to-day contacts employees have with the union with respect to
disputes, questions concerning the collective agreement, meetings, or any

other union

affair.

size of that

unit. Most Westfair and Safeway

The number of shop stewards in a unit depends on the
stores (each is a unit) have

one to three shop stewards, usually one chief shop steward and one or two

alternates. Negotiating committee members are individuals chosen or
elected to participate in negotiations

for a particular bargaining unit.

Many are shop stewards, members of the Executive Board, or active members

in the Local.
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The Advisory Board consists of elected representatives from all
communities in which the MFCW Local 832 has members. The Executive Board,

the largest faction of the Advisory Board, includes representatives from
the largest units within the Local; this Board meets once every three or

four months for an all-day session. Members of the Advisory Board hold
their position for t\¡/o years; the Board meets once each year at the Policy
Conference.

In terms of specific decision and activities, union representatives have a
great deal of influence over the drafting of contract proposals. These

drafts are formulated after the reps have reviewed past contracts,
identified weak language, and analyzed grievances based on

these

contracts. The list of proposals is then presented to the affected
membership at a contract proposal meeting, where each proposal is
discussed or debated, and new suggestions by the members added. The

set of proposals is then voted on and sent to the company in the
stages

of negotiations.

final

initial

Shop stewards are also invited to suggest

contract proposals; often a union representative will meet with the
stewards of a particular unit to elicit proposals to be included in the

upcoming round of negotiations. Finally, the affected membership might be
surveyed prior, to the commencement of negotiations to determine priorities
and special concerns which should be addressed.

The Secretary-Treasurer and the President are generally responsible for

the day-to-day financial activities of the Local, although the Executive
Board must approve funds for special projects such as political donations,
t
charity donations, buildin! costs, and other such undertakings. The

-45yearly budget is drafted by the Secretary-Treasurer, with input from

full-time union representatives

as

to how funds might be spent. The final

draft is presented to the Advisory Board for approval, usually at the
annual Policy Conference. Final approval must be obtained from the
Local's membership at a General Membership meeting.

The annual Policy Conference is attended by Advisory Board Members and

full-time staff representatives. All aspects of union policy

are

in great detail, and a Policy Manual is adopted for the

discussed

subsequent year to guide the staff's activities. Topics at the Conference

include organizing, servicing, arbitrations, finances, educational
programs, shop stewards' programs, communication, negotiations, special

projects (income tax service, community based projects) the budget, public
relations, political action, staff benefits, health and welfare, legal
matters and conventions and conferences. Each resolution is discussed and
then voted on. (Union reps facilitate at the conference but do not

vote.) Most of the Local's major decisions on the above topics are made
at this time.

The President has the most influence over the hiring of union staff,
although

if a full-time representative

representatives meet the

is to be hired, the existing

final panel of applicants and make

recommendations to the President. As well, the Advisory Board is
consulted as to whether

full-time representative.
t
!t

t-

it

is financially feasible to hire another

-46The Board also must approve the recommendations of the President in these
matters,

The President has the authorization to begin organizing drives. However,

it

is typically the union representatives who are approached by

individuals of a unit that wishes to be organized. The Advisory Board has
no power to veto a decision to organize, but may advise as to the

feasibility of such activities. Board members act

as

voluntary organizers

throughout these initiatives.

Decisions concerning strike policies are made by the negotiating committee
members and the President,

with final approval coming from the affected

membership. Union representatives of the unit undergoing negotiations,

well

as shop stewards, are contacts

as

for the negotiating committee in terms

of how the membership feels about certain issues and whether strike
support could be harnessed.

If

a strike is undertaken, the Advisory Board

must approve strike pay.

Union representatives have a significant amount of influence over the
decision-making process. Although their influence is not formally

entrenched, they are the contacts for the elected representatives, and
the sources of information required for many of the decisions made. Reps
have a great deal

of input into contract

proposals, strike policies,

organizing campaigns and negotiations, and play a large advisory role in
most of the discussion at the Policy Conference. As well, the full-time

the Secretary-Treasurer and the President meet
union representatives,
r
)

i-l
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weekly to discuss day-to-day strategies and policies dealing with all
aspects

of the union's operations. This is an important aspect of the

decision-making process of the Local in which the full-time
representatives play a large part.

Shop stewards do not have a great deal

of influence on decisions made by

the Local. Their role is purely advisory; they participate in the

same

manner as other members when policies are put to a vote. Stewards might
have more input into policy formation or contract proposals

do so by the Local, or

if

if invited

to

they are more active in union activities.

Members' formal input into the decision-making process is confined to

voting in union elections and voting on the decisions made at the Policy
Conference (including the budget). Members do not participate in
conferences or meetings where union policy is formulated aside from

contract proposal meetings. Members do not attend the annual Policy
Conference.

As for the Local's contact with the membership, the official publication

ACTION is budgeted to be released six times each year. Some of the
consistent features

of the magazine have included negotiation

news,

grievance news, expenditures of moneys, editorials, notification of
meetings, identification of union representatives, policy conference
summaries and notification of special services offered by the Local. Less

frequent features include highlights of meetings and social events, notes
on shop steward training, special features columns and various other
t

-48articles dealing with the people involved in union activities, summaries

of surveys of the membership, notes on union

dues, and discussions of

contract proposals and settlements.

Perhaps one

of the most important functions of ACTION

members informed

of the state of negotiations between the Union and the

various companies with which

it deals. 'Communication,

meetings, verbally or in writing,

it

has been to keep

whether at

will continue to play a major role and

is essential for our members to keep in touch with what the Negotiating

Committee is doing." (November 1984, p.8). The Local publishes its goals

and intentions for upcoming negotiations, and informs members of possible
outcomes, issues at stake, and other matters related to the negotiations.

Recently, another newsletter, InterACTION, has been published as a short

report to the members between the issues of ACTION. InteTACTION focuses

primarily on responding to frequently asked question of the membership
concerning the collective agreement. During negotiations,'update'
letters are sent to members of the units affected to keep them informed of
meetings held and developments in negotiations. Finally, surveys are

carried out periodically to elicit membership opinions about the union and
views on what. the union should be focussing on during negotiations.

Shop stewards are contacted more often than general members; at least once

per month by mail, and usually more often since the union representatives

visit each unit once every t\ilo or three weeks. The nature of the
information usually centres around developments arising out of

-49interpretation of the collective agreement which may be useful to the
steward. More contact with stewards occurs when problems arise in the
unit.

This discussion of the Local's activities illustrates that the President
and Secretary-Treasurer, along with the full-time staff representatives,
have the greatest influence over the union's operations, while membership

involvement has not been extended beyond those formal channels of
participation outlined in the International's Constitution or the Local's
By-Laws. Members are invited to approve decisions made at the Policy
Conference, but are not invited to participate in the formulation of

policies governing either the Local's operatìons, or its relationship with

the various employers. Membership involvement in the Local's
decision-making process is further limited by the fact that few members

attend general membership meetings, where policies and objectives are
discussed and approved. In short, the analysis

of the Local's operations

indicates that the decisions made at Local 832 are undertaken by the
leaders and staff representatives, with

tittle input or approvai from

the

rank-and-file members.

The union's structure seems to require only minimal involvement of the

rank and file, with the elected officials and staff representatives
performing the major decision-making functions. The observation seems to
validate Benson's argument that unions are "oligarchies ... ruled from the
top down by an adrninistrative team.n (Benson, 1986, p. 324.)
Indeed, one of the union staff interviewed described Local 832 as'top

I

-50heavy'; decisions filter down from the top in spite of input from below.
However, the literature review revealed that researchers must go beyond

formal modes of participation to examine the real dynamics of membership
behaviour and their input into the union's decisions and policies.

In particular, what are the attitudes of those in charge regarding greater
membership involvement. Is the leadership manipulating the structure to

prevent meaningful membership involvement?

Lack of membership involvement in union activities was a concern expressed

by most staff representatives, elected officials and voluntary stewards.
These individuals were invited to comment on the degree

of

membership

participation and whether the Local's struture provided enough opportunity

for the members' voices to be heard.

Most representatives

felt that

as

much involvement as possible is desired in order to gather ideas and
feedback about what the Local is doing right or wrong.

In terms of informal participation, many representatives stated that the
MFCW administers a widely dispersed membership and cannot wait
members to drop by the

for

the

office to find out their needs and concerns. The

fepresentatives must canvass the members, going to each unit to speak to

the workers, siÐce the Local is not located within the workplace.
Although members can contact the union at any time,'many have not done
and

it

is up to the staff to ensure that the union is communicating with

its members and drawing out their opinions on various subjects. However,
one individual noted that full-time representatives are responsible for

approximately 1700 members each whereas six years ago, the f igure was
t

roughly

ÉSO

fo,

each reprásentative. The Local has recently attempted to

so
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distribute some of the representatives workload to voluntary ste\¡/ards

within the individual units.

The Shop Steward system has been a particular area of concern for the

Local. The President of Local 832 stated that few shop stewards are
knowledgeable enough about the collective agreement to be able to provide

the proper information or help to individuals at the stores. Shop
stewards who were interviewed were generally satisfied that the system was

a success in terms of gathering members' concerns and relaying them to the

union, and in dispersing information from the union to the separate

units. However, the experience of employees, including the author, is
that many shop stewards are often invisible, unapproachable or
ill-equipped to deal with employee problems. Perhaps the stewards are
exagerrating their importance, or believe even the most minor advice
constitutes meaningful assistance.

More in-depth research must be undertaken in the future to address the
precise role and purpose

if

of

shop stewards; clearly there is some confusion

the stewards are satisfied with the system while representatives are

concerned about the stewards' usefulness.
:

Executive Board members also expressed concern at the low level of
membership particiÞation in union activities, although most \ilere inclined

to state that the channels of membership input were sufficient. That is,
members can contact the Local at any time, and can attend meetings

if

they

wish to voice their opinions and concerns. As well, committees have been
t
establishpd over the- years/to deal with specific concerns of units, or
groups of employees within units.
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The comments of individuals most involved in the Local's operations

indicate that while membership participation is low, the opportunities for
involvement are plentiful. The structure of the Local's activities is,
apparently, not preventing meaningful membership involvement; members can
exercise their rights to participate

in the decision-making

process by

attending general membership meetings and voting in the Local's
elections. Finally, many stated that membership interest in negotiations
has peaked. The increased communication between the Local and the

affected members, and the importance of negotiations were cited

as

explanations for this interest.

The above discussion concerning the union's structure revealed that, while

there are areas of concern, particularly with respect to the Shop steward
system, membership involvement in union activities is not inhibited by a

lack of opportunity to participate in union activities and to voice
opinions and concerns. That is, the structure of the Local, in the view

of those who are responsible for its operation, is not inhibiting popular
involvement. The following section will address the second element of

this

issue:

what types of programs and policies have been implemented to

elicit membership involvement? Has the leadership manipulated the formal
structure to prevent increased membership involvement in, and influence
over, the decision-making process? An examination of specific programs
and policies adopted by the Local over the last decade u/as undertaken to
determine the extent to which popular involvement is encouraged, and
incorporated into the union's daily operations.
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(ii)

Programs and Policles

Many programs have been implemented over the years in an attempt to elicit
membership involvement in union activities and to

try and make the union's

staff more accessible to the members. Initiatives have included better
servicing of the membership, a Sreater and more meaningful role for shop
stewards in cooperation y/ith union representatives, greater membership

participation through committees, and more information to the members with
respect to their Local's functions and their collective agreement.

Porgrams to improve servicing have included more visits by the reps to the

individual units of the Local, calls to be returned within 24 hours, and

each

union representative to meet each employee personally at least once each year.
The union has also attempted to establish an "Officer of the Day Program" in

which, on a daily rotation basis, one full-time union representative would
remain in the office to respond to members' calls.

The impetus for improved servicing has come from a variety of sources. Members
have requested more frequent visits by the reps to their individual units. As

well, the staff and policy conferences of the last several years have focussed
on improving the quality and quantity of servicing and communication with the
members. The 'Officer of the Day Programn was adopted after the members
complained that

it

was

difficult to obtain quick information from the Union.

A

similar program had been established in one of the UFCW's Locals in the United
states.

-54Unfortunately, the program was dropped due to the inability of most

in the office for a full day. On their scheduled

representatives to remain

day

to act as Officer of the Day, many were required to attend arbitration hearings
or meetings with the employers. The Local plans to hire an individual who
would be solely responsible for responding to membership queries, and referring
them to their union representatives

Finally, in November of

1986,

it

if

the matter requires further attention.

was decided that

in order to further improve

communication u/ith the membership, the Local would hire a communications/public
relations specialist. The individual would coordinate communication with the
members, provide information to individual units, keep nembers better informed

about problems within units, improve the image of the Local,, and help to
establish an improved two-way communication system. The

first individiual

hired for the position 'did not work out'. However, the Local is committed to
the idea, and is simply waiting for its financial position to stabilize before

hiring another individual.

The commitment to create a greater and more meaningful role for shop stewards
began over ten years ago, when

it

was announced that Educational Seminars and

Shop Stewards' meetings would be conducted. February 27,1978 marked the

beginning of the Shop Stewards' Education Program, with the goal of educating
present shop stewards, while ensuring that one is appointed in each unit,

location or store. A new Shop Stewards Program was announced in 1984: shop
ste\¡,ards would

in future be responsible for filing Shop Steward monthly

reports, handling all problems and/or grievances at Stage I, and introducing
themselves to new members.
I

tobe

,l

t

-

A Shop Steward Contract Interpretation Manual

was
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provided to assist the stewards in the interpretation and enforcement of the
collective agreement.

The decision to enhance the role of shop stewards was based on staff
discussion, as well as noted experiences of other locals. Local 832 realizes

that to improve the shop steward system, a number of conditions must be met.
These include the recruitment

of committed individuals, proper training, the

opportunity for the stewards to utilize their knowledge, and some form of
recognition by the company, union and fellow employees of the importance of
these individuals. Local 832 has undertaken a new shop steward system within

the St. Boniface Hospital unit, and is in the process of evaluating the new
system before integrating these initiatives

in other units

as well.

Membership surveys have been commissioned within the last several years

in

an

attempt to make the Union nmore responsive to, and more in tune with [our]
members' wishes." (ACTION, November, 1979, p.3)

In

members was undertaken to obtain an objective picture

1976, a survey

of all MFCW

of the membership's views

about the union and its functions. The decision to begin membership surveys
was a staff decision, although the

final decision

was approved at the annual

Policy Conference.
l

Surveys have also been commissioned to identify membership priorities and

outstanding issues prior to the commencement of negotiations with the various
employers. Surveys of this nature were carried out
1988.

in 1980, 1982, t984 and

-56In order to prepare for the 1985 negotiations with Canada Safeway, the union
held a series of in-store meetings with Safeway members, who were invited to
express their views on company/union relations, and to discuss the negotiator

and the members' role in the negotiating process. Tough negotiations
foreseen, and the leadership

felt that the complex

issues

,ü/ere

required discussion

and education beyond the regular means of informing the members of contentious
issues. The smaller in-store meetings would enable members to ask questions
and to participate more
discussed more

fully in the negotiating

fully, and

process. Issues were

members were made more conscious

of the union's

bargaining strategies, and their own role in the process.

A total of sixty-six in-store meetings were held in 1985. The President and
Union Representative met with employees of each of the thirty-three Safeway
stores on two occasions to give all workers equal opportunity to attend.

In-store meetings were held

in

1986 as

well, although on a much smaller scale.

The union met once with employees of three to five stores to explain issues in
the next round of negotiations, and to gather feedback from the members about

the union's activities. The Local felt that the Safeway membership was
satisfactorily aware of their role in the negotiating process, and a repeat of
the extensive orientation procedure of 1985 would not be required. In

1987,

the Local's attention switched to the lilestfair situation which had become
increasingly problematic within a few short years. In-store meetings were held

with SuperValu members prior to the beginning of the 1987 negotiations,
although due to the size of the stores, meetings were held on a departmental
level.
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One of the Executive Board members stated that, in addition to meeting
attendance, voting in elections, and suggesting contract proposals, members can

participate in committees which have been established to address particular
group concerns. The decision to implement such committees rests with the staff
and elected officials, and is, once again, finalized at the annual Policy
Conference. The purpose of the committees is to indicate to the members that

the Local is responding to their special needs and concerns.

It

is a means of

keeping the various factions'on side" during negotiations and strike vote

situations. Committees formed in the past have included the Women's Committcc,
(later referred to as the Equal Rights/Political Action Committee), the
Student/Part-Timers' Council, and the recent committee formed to administer thc
Education and Training Trust Fund establishehd

in

1985.

Some committees have met with consideriable success while others have been

disbanded after only a few meetings. The decision to abandon a committee is

taken at the semi-annual Staff Conference, or the annual Policy Conference.
The Student/Part-Timers Council was formed too "give students greater voice and

participation in the affairs of the Local Union and to enable them to have

a

better understanding of the Union.' (ACTION. Sept/October 1984) Issues of
special concern to part-time workers and students were discussed, and one of

the members of the Council was elected to the union's negotiating committee in

the

1985 negotiations

with Canada Safeway. Unfortunately, interest in the

Council deteriorated, and after only one or two individuals attended the final

few meetings, the leadership resolved to disband the Council.

-58New membership orientation has been a problem for Local 832. A committment to
begin orientation meetings for new employees was announced

in 1979. A new

orientation program was undertaken a few years ago; three or four meetings were
planned, an agenda was set, and refreshmeots were offered. Approximately 250

to 300 people were invited to attend; fewer than l0 individuals attended the
meetings. The Local evaluated the program to determine the cause of the

failure and concluded that asking for members' free time to attend these
functions was unrealistic.

It

was decided that a more effective orientation

could occur at the worksite, on the company's time, in which a shop steward

could meet with the employee for fifteen minutes to explain briefly the
contract and the union's function. The union has revamped its strategy of new
member orientation to focus on negotiating the orientation time into the

various collective agreements.

Finally, the Local's official publication, ACTION has been an important vehicle

of communication between the Local and its members. In addition to providing
practical information with respect to meeting times and services offered by the
union (such as legal assistance), the publication has been utilized to explain
the union's functions, the decisions made by the Local's leadership, (including

financial matters) and the members' role in the Local's operations.
The magazine has also been employed as a means of familiarizing the membership

with individuals most involved in its operation. Special features on the
President, the Secretary-Treasurer, members of the Executive and Advisory
Boards have appeared regularly over the last ten years.
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In summary, the policies and programs of the MFCW over the last ten years havc
focussed on informing members

of the union's activities

(\A/ith particular

emphasis on negotiation news), gathering feedback from the members through
surveys and special committees, and developing a more responsive team of
elected officials and staff representatives to deal with members' concerns and

demands. There appears to be a genuine commitment to servicing the membership
and including them in the Local's operations. Many programs have been
implemented in a response to concerns and demands of specific factions within

the Local's membership.

The failure of the programs to incorporate meaningful membership involvement in

union activities is due to a number of factors. Faulty design has been cited

in a number of

instances, while lack

of membership interest has been the

problem with other progams. Nevertheless, the union is committed to increasing
membership involvement; whether this in turn has resulted in a diffusion of

decision-making power

will

be addressed

in the concluding remarks of this

chapter.

(ii¡)

One

The Local's Objectives

of the hypotheses of the present study is that the nature of a union's

objectives affect the degree of internal union democracy. The objectives of

Local 832, according to those most involved in the union's activities, include

-60servicing the membership, gaining and maintaining decent wages and working
conditions, enforcing the collective agreement, and ensuring the

fair

treatment

of the members. Organizing, lobbying for progressive labour legislation
public education were also viewed as important objectives. Items such

and
as

greater control over the job or a voice in management policies, such as the
implementation of new technology in the workplace, were not mentioned

as

central to the union's objectives.

Authors of past studies on union democracy have argued that the more limited
union's objectives, and the greater the emphasis on goals achieved through

collective bargaining, the less members will be inclined to become involved in
the local's activities.

The objectives of the MFCW are relatively narrow; whether they have limited

the involvement of members in the decision-making process will be examined

following the quantitative summary of membership behaviour in union activities.

CHAPTER IV

(i)

Synthesis

of Qualitatlve

Research

Market conditions in the provincial retail food industry have changed
dramatically within the last ten years. The economic recession and increased
competition have resulted in new management directives for Canada Safeway Ltd.
and Westfair Foods Ltd. in Manitoba. These have included the closure of small,

unprofitable stores, expansion into large supermarkets with a greater variety

of products, and demands for
t
their uniopized memþers.

t

concessions to wages and working conditions from
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Contracts negotiated from 1978 to 1983 revealed many improvements in wages

ancl

working conditions for Safeway and Westfair workers. For both companies, thesc
lucrative agreements became a major obstacle to sustained or greater profit
levels in light of the economic recession and the increasingly competitive

market. When the impact of the market conditions became apparent, demands for
concessions appeared. The contracts
concessions, most notably

from

1983

to

1987 reveal

a number of

in the introduction of lower paid employee

classifications.

The increased struggle over wages and working conditions in the past several

years should have altered the relationship between the MFCW's leadership and
its rank-and-file membership. In order to maintain or gain improvements to thc
collective agreement, and to withstand employer demands for concessions , the
union would increasingly have to rely on a mobilized membership willing to
support the Local's position. After years of securing relatively decent
contracts without much active involvement of the rank-and-file, the leadership
has come to depend on its members'unwavering support during periods of
economic crisis. The level

of internal democracy

has a great effect on the

leadership's ability to do so. The development of an informed and involved
membership is essential

for the mobilization of support required during

these

times of hardship. \Yhat is the recent history of the MFCW in these endeavors?

During the last decade, the Local has attempted to keep its members informed of
issues affecting them at the bargaining table. Some initiatives have also been

taken to elicit membership views on the running of the Local, and to increase

participation in formal activities such as meeting attendance and committee
I
involvement.

-62However, the Local's emphasis has been on gathering feedback from its members;

the leaders are interested in knowing how the members view the job the union

doing. They

seem

is

to be less interested in having members participate in the

actual formulation and deliverance of these policies. The 'top heavy' structure

of Local

832 has prevented any meaningful

Committees are simply another means

of gathering feedback; involved

make suggestions, but do not decide on

limited degree of influence

diffusion of decision-making power.
members

final policies or strategies. This

causes members to lose

interest in such

involvement, and consequently, committees are disbanded.

The decisions to begin programs and committees, or to call special meetings,
rest with the leadership and representatives of the Local. In practise, such

activities have developed in response to membership demands for greater say in
the local's activities. The increasing use of part-time help at Safeway and
lVestfair necessitated the formation of the Part-Timers' (Student) Council in
1984.

Attempts at developing membership input into the negotiation process have been
more successful. The in-store meetings have been instrumental in synthesizing

the interests of the membership with those of the leaders. They have been
valuable tool in increasing membership support during crucial periods.

T
tt

t-

a

-63The staff and representatives of Local 832 believe the formal channels of
membership participation in union activities are satisfactory, and the

opportunities for members to voice their opinions and concerns abundant.
However, most of those interviewed agreed that membership participation was at

a very low level. The programs and policies initiated by the local over the
past several years have not succeeded in raising membership input into the

day-to-day activities of the local, although participation in activities

surrounding negotiations seems to have increased.

ACTION is the most important vehicle of communication between Local 832 and its
dispersed membership.

It

is a means of informing and updating members of union

activities, explaining the union's position on various issues, and oselling"
the union's objectives to the membership. Members, however, are not invited to

publicly express their views in the magazine. No opportunity exists for
feedback in the form of letters to the editor, and dissenting views are not
published.

In summary, the qualitative research reveals that the local's decision-making
process is dominated by the elected leaders and

staff representatives, while

membership influence in this area is limited to the election of
representativeq, the acceptance or rejection

of contracts, and meeting

attendance. Membership feedback on various issues and policies is desired,

while direct input ínto the formulation of these policies has not
encouraged in a systematic manner. The implications
discussed

of

been

these findings

will

be

in connection with the quantitative research describing membership

behaviour in union actiyities, and their views on the local's structure and
t
t
policies. t
-
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CHAPTER V

(i)

The Instrument

The survey instrument utilized to carry out the quantitative research was
designed as a self-administered questionnaire. Following the

initial

design,

the questionnaire underwent a number of pretesting stages before being mailed

to individuals selected in the sampling procedure. Individuals working at
Safeway unit were asked to

fill

a

out an initial draft, and were invited to

express their opinions concerning the applicability

of the questions. A number

of professors r¡/ere also invited to comment on initial drafts. The President of
the MFCW also examined the questionnaire and suggested revisions. Finally,

individuals of a survey research operation suggested revisions involving the
format and logic of the questionnaire. Revisions made prior to the fielding of
the questionnaire reflected the suggestions of many individuals. (The survey
instrument is appended.)

The questionnaire involved a number of items relating to members' participation

in union activities, support for union policies, the role of members'in the
decision-making process, communication levels, and members' views on changes

they would like to see in the structure of union activities. For the purposes

of the regression analysis, and to determine whether the original hypotheses
could be supported, many of the items were combined to form the dependent and
independent variables.
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(ii)

The Sample

Prior to the mail-out survey, a systematic sample of 600 individuals was taken

from the MFCW's membership list of \Yestfair and Safeway employees belonging to
the Manitoba Food and Commercial Workers' Union Local 832 and working in

Winnipeg. (There \¡/as a separate list for each company) Every eighth member on
the list was chosen to be in the sample. The list consisted of the names of
these individuals

in alphabetical order.

Certain levels of management, specifically those not covered by the collective
agreement, u/ere not included in the sample. The sample was also stratified,
such that the number of people in the sample working
was

for a particular

company

in proportion to the actual number of Winnipeg members who work for that

particular company.

Individuals were phoned prior to the mail-out to determine whether they would
participate in the survey. The original sample list was reduced as a result of
wrong or unlisted numbers, individuals who no longer worked for Safeway or
Westfair, and those who did not wish to participate in the survey. From the

original sample of 600, 383 members agreed to participate. Of the 383
who were mailed a questionnaire, 229 completed
response rate

it

and mailed

it

back,

members
a

of 60 percent.

The resulting sample is closely representative of the population's actual
composition in terms

of

those descriptors

for which comparative data are

available. \ilith resper, ,o .o-Ouny employed by, 158 (69%) worked at Safeway

TABTE 6

SJFIIEY SAT\ÍPLE DESCRTPIIO{
TEIIAL SAI'ÍPIE

:

229

ìnmber

of ResPordents

Percent

(#)

(e")

158

69

7L

31_

Ccnpanlr:

Safenlay

I^ie-stfair
Stab.:s:

Ft¡-I{fure
PaÉ,{ine

41,

l-8

l-81_

80

90
48
32
54

40

r-08

47

L20

53

r23

55

49
30
22

22

Tenure:

I-ess ütan 2 yea::s
2 - 5 years
5 - 9 yeal's
Over 9 years

2I
I4
24

Se>r:

tÞn
I¡Icunen

Age:

l-6
26
36

to 25 yea::s
tß 35 years
to 45 yea::s

O/er 45 years

l_3

10

De¡n:ùnent:

Ð:ont End
Cashier

Bager

Gl.oceqflÞirY/stocJ<er
Otlrer Food
Ceneral læ¡rÌ¡arnise

20
37
L9
55
67
15

9

t6

I

25
29
7

Edr¡catior¡:

Less than fli$t Scfrool
HiSr Sctrool
Sc¡ne TÞctrrical/Iniver sity
Ocnplete University

67
90
62
7

29
40
28
3

¡farital Statr:s:
Sirgle

r25

I,farried

Divorce4/@

82

56
36

7

3

Inccnre Re.lianoe:

SoIe earner
À pri:nary earner
Not a rnajor earrler

i¡

Ð¡evior:sIy Unionized

:

Saf*ray
I{esLfair

household

3l_

l4

84
107

36
47

26
l-5

20

L7
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ar]d

7l

(3lVo) worked at Westfair. As

of October 8, 1987, a total of

employees worked at Safeway and Westfair

in Winnipeg;

1470

4660

at Westfair

(310/o)

and 3190 at Safeway (690ó). Twenty percent of the individuals in the sample who
worked for Safeway were full-time, 77 percent part-time.

(30lo

did not answer).

This compares to 28 percent and 72 percent respectively in the actual
population. Eight Westfair employees in the sample worked full-time (ll9o) 6l
worked parr-time (8790). (2% did not answer). This compares to l5 percent and
85 percent

in the population under study. More women than men participated in

the survey, reflecting the overall union membership ratio of 60 percent female,
40 percent male.

Table 6 describes the general makeup of the sample obtained for the study.

(iii)

Definitions of Variables

The independent variables of the study include formal and informal

participation of members in union activities, the level of communication
between the members and the local, leadership responsiveness, and membership

influence over the decision-making process. The dependent variable is
membership support

for union policies. Intervening variables include

membership views on management and labour union activities. Each

of

the

variables is briefly described below.

Formal particioation of members in union activities includes meeting
attendance, involvement as a union representative, shop ste\¡/ard or elected

official, suggesting contract proposals or filing a grievance.

-67
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Informal participation involves contact with union representatives and
stewards, voicing disagreement with union policy, contact with

the

shop

President

and Chief Executive Officer of Local 832, and inclination to contact the union
about a problem at work.

Level of communication consists of the degree to which members read the

official union newsletter,

as well as

if

they believe they are satisfactorily

notified of meetings. Members views on whether the level of communication

is

satisfactory, and whether they are kept well-informed about union business was
also included

in this variable.

The responsiveness of the leader, union representatives and shop stewards to
members' needs and concerns, as perceived by the respondents, comprised the
leadership respo[siveness variable.

Views on manaeement were determined by asking members the degreee of
cooperation management exhibited

Members' were asked to state
measure

if

if

a problem arose at work.

they would prefer to be non-unionized as a

of their views on labour union activities

The role of the members in the decision-makins orocess included their influence
over decisions made during a strike and in the day-to-day operations of the
Local, influence over a number of specific decisions and activities, their
opinions on the state of democracy within the union, and the perceived

with which established union positions could be altered.

ease

-68Supoort for union policies entails degree of agreement with the MFC\Y'S leaders'
policies, contentment with the job the union is doing and accordance with the
goals the union is pursuing.

(iv)

Frequency Results

In the following section, frequencies of

responses

to the questions utilized in

the formulation of the combined variables are discussed.

Formal Participation

Formal participation in union activities was arrived at by looking at whether
members had ever been nominated

for, run for, elected to or applied for a union

office position, whether they had filed a grievance, if they had ever

suggested

contract proposals, and meeting attendance. (Table 7)

' Of the respondents,

eight percent had been elected to, or applied for a union

office position. Full-timers were more likely to have been involved in this
manner, as well as those u/ith more tenure.

Ten percent of the respondents stated they had filed a grievance. Of these,
workers at Westfair were more likely to have filed a grievance, as u/ere

full-timers. People with

less than 2 years service are

highly unlikely to have

filed a grievance within their working experience.

Relatively few members (14%) have suggested contract proposals, although

full-timers, older workerS and ttrose with more tenure are much more likely to
have suggested proposals.

BBLE

7

FOR¡AL PARrICTPÀITON IN I]NION ACTNrIIIES
SINCE BEEIÍI}E A TIIE!,fBffi. OF TI{E T]NIO}¡

NcErLiJEted

for, trn for, elected to or aplied for a union

office position:

Tcrtal
Yes
No

88
9L8

SafanaY

Westfai¡

7Z

r-r-z

92*

892

Filed a grievarce:
I.iestfair
Yes
No

r-0å

6Z

888

e2Z

r.8z
792

Suryested conb:act prcPosals:

Westfair

Total
Yes
No

L4Z
858

L4z

r4z

85t

862

-69Sixty-three percent of the individuals in the sample have attended a union
meeting since becoming a member of the MFCW. Thirty-nine percent have attended

a meeting in the last year. Eighty-seven percent of Westfair employees have
attended union meetings (77% have attended in the last year) while 52% of
Safeway workers have attended a union meeting (22% htve attended

year.) Clearly the recent strike at Super Valu provided Westfair

in the last

members

with an incentive to attend meetings, particularly in the last year. The
Safeway figures may thus be more representative of typical membership
behaviour.

Table 8 displays the figures for membership attendance at specific union
meetings while outlining the differences in attendance behaviour between
Safeway and Westfair workers.

Relatively low levels of attendance can be observed for general membership and
election meetings, medium levels for negotiation update meetings, and high
levels

for contract pfoposal and strike vote meetings. Again, however,

Westfair figures are consistently higher than Safeway figures, and typical
attendance may in fact be closer to that registered for Safeway employees.

Also, the data do illustrate that members are far more likely to attend
meetings concerning negotiations than meetings where officers are elected or
general union affairs are discussed. Full-time workers, older workers and
those with more tenure were once again more likely than their counterparts to

attend union meetings.

TABLE 8

MEIII€

ÀIIENDANCE SINCE BEæI{IIG
OF TTTE T]NIO{

Ä

ME,TEM

Westfair

!æetirg

63å

522

872

General ¡tsrUs:snÞ

zLz

r.68

3Lz

Negotiation Iþdate

342

242

562

ffi::a.cÈ n¡ceæaf

slt

4r_å

732

ELecÈion

r.08

88

r4Z

Strij<e Vote

s3z

402

832

r_8

r.å

TZ

Àrry

Other
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Of the members who have been to meetings,3l percent have been to I to
meetings, I7 percent to 6 to
percent over

2l meetings.

5

l0 meetings, T percent to ll to 20 meetings, and 2

(8% did not know or state how many meetings they had

attended.) The average number of meetings attended by employees since becoming

a member of the MFC\Y is 4.02; the average number of meetings attended in the
last year is

1.12.

The frequency crosstabulations indicate that meeting attendance is the only
means

of formal participation MFCW members

seem

to engage in, even though

other forms of participation are also encouraged. Even with meeting
attendance, members are likely to attend only those meetings which involve
negotiations, (contract proposal, strike vote, negotiation update or

ratification meeting). Members do not attend general membership meetings,
where day-to-day business is discussed and decided upon, or election meetings,

when those representing the members' interests in union affairs are elected.

Respondents were asked to state their reasons

for not becoming involved in

the

union as a shop steward, a member of the Executive Board or a union
representative. Seventy-two percent of the respondents answered the question.
The most frequent responses were: (l) not interested/not a priority (30%); (2)
other commitments/too busy (17%); (3) not qualified (12%). Other reasons
included: uninformed of meetings or activities, never nominated, too young and
not enough seniority. Less sympathetic reasons were: the union is a farce and
a waste of money, not devoted enough to the union, the union is not beneficial

to the average worker, do not agree with the union's policies and shop
steward's do not receive adequate support.
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Seventy-eight percent

of the

-

respondents stated why they had not yet

filed a

grievance. The most important responses were that there was no reason

(600/o) or

that the situation had been resolved (6%). A few respondents felt that filing
a grievance would entail management harrassment or punishment, or filing

a

complaint would not allow them to'stay in good with management.n A small
number stated they did not know the
procedure or what they could

file about. (2%) Finally, some

members

felt that

filing a grievance is ineffective since the union is ngutless' and nalways
settles

for

less.n

Members were also invited to state why they do not attend union meetings.
Seventy-seven percent

of

those surveyed responded to this query. The most

frequent responses \ilere: (l) busy/prior commitments (37%); (2) not
interested/not a priority

(310/o);

(3) not enough notice/do not know about them

( I 0olo).

A number of members (33) were not happy with the meetings they had attended;
there was much arguing and they did not enjoy the company, their questions and
concerns were evaded or ignored, meetings were too long, their presence would

not make a difference, or they do not agree \¡,ith the union's policies. A few
people stated that they were not well educated about union matters, and that
more outspoken individuals were usually present. Only a couple
stated they could not attend because

it

of individuals

was inconvenient (no transportation,

could not find a sitter, health reasons). Clearly members are not attending
meetings because union matters are not a priority

in their life. As well, many

members stop attending after one or two meetings, indicating perhaps, that they

-72are unhappy with the content or format of meetings, or that involvement in this

fashion has not been beneficial to their interests.

Informal Participation

The informal participation of members in union activities \vas operationalized

by asking those surveyed whether they would voice their disagreement

did not

agree

if

they

with a union policy, whether they have ever contacted a union

representative or a shop steward about a problem at work, whether they have
ever contacted the president of Local 832, or

if

they were hesistant about

contacting the union. (Table 9)

Many respondents indicated they would be hesitant to voice their disagreement

if

they did not agree with a union policy. Forty-four percent stated they

would sometimes voice their disagreement while l5 percent stated they never

would. However, a significant percentage (25) indicated they would "often"
voice disasgreement, while fourteen percent were convinced they would "always"
voice their disagreement.

When asked

if

they were hesitant about contacting the union, 20 percent stated

they were always or often hesistant, while a large majority (75có) stated they
were sometimes or never hesitant about contacting the union (31% and

44Vo).

Westfair employees, older workers, workers with more tenure, and full-time
workers \¡/ere more inclined than their counterparts to state they were never
hesitant about contacting the union.
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Of the total sample, forty-four percent have contacted a union representative
about a problem at \ilork since becoming a member of the union. Thirty-two
percent of

the members had contacted a union representative within the last year.
Westfair members were only slightly more inclined to have contacted a union
representative. More full-time than part-time members have contacted a rep
(52% and 4l% respectively) while fewer members (299b\

with length of

service less than 2 years have contacted a rep. This trend is rcflectcd across

the age groupings, wherc thirty-scvcn percent of workers between the ages

of

16

and 25 have contacted a union representative about a problem at work.

Fewer members have contacted a shop steward about a problem at work.

Thirty-five

percent

of the individuals surveyed have contacted a shop steward

since becoming a member of the union.

In the last year, twenty-four percent of

the members have contacted a shop steward. At least half of the full-time
workers had contacted a shop steward at some time compared to one-third of

part-timers. Of the workers with less than two years service, twenty-one
percent had contacted a shop steward since becoming a member

of the union.

Relatively few of the members surveyed (18%) have tried to contact or have
spoken

with the President of Local 832. Those who have done so are more likely

to be \ilestfair members, full-time workers, members who have worked for either
company

for more than five

years, and membcrs over the age

of twenty-five.

The survey results indicate that members are more inclined to voice their
disagreement with union policies than

not. As well, they are generally not

hesitant about contacting the union about a problem at work, although

a
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significant number of Safeway employees (35%) stated they were sometimes
hesitant. In both companies, one-fifth of the members surveyed said they were
always or often hesitant about contacting the union. Hatf

of

those surveyed

have contacted a union representative, while a third have contacted a shop
steward.

Members were asked to state why they had not contacted these individuals.

Of the forty-eight percent who responded to this query, most stated that they
had never needed to contact a rep and were happy on the

job. However, a

significant number (10%) said they do not know who the union representative

is. Smaller numbers said: it
"waste

of timen since

was not necessary to cause trouble,

issues were

it

was a

not reported past store level, and

management and the union representatives were "buddy-buddy'. One individual

reported he/she did not know the procedure for contacting a representative.

As for contacting a shop steward, a large number of respondents stated again

that there was no need to or that problems had been worked out (37%). Other
reasons were similar to those stated above: members do not know who the shop

steward is, there is no steward, they do not wish to cause trouble, they do

not kno\il the procedure, issues stay at store level, or
ShOp Stewards

are np99r',

ndO nOt knOw

often'. Finally, a number of

muçh' and

members stated

it

it

dO

is not worth

ngt'

it

since

COme arOund

was more effective to simply go

to the union representative, or contact the union office.
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Few members have contacted the President and Chief Executive Officer of Local
832, although Westfair workers were more inclined to have done so.

Communication

The level of communication involves whether members are informed about
meetings, whether they read ACTION magazine, whether they feel the level of

communication is satisfactory, and how informed they believe they are about

union business. (Table l0)

Fourteen percent of the members felt they \ryere never sufficiently informed
about union meetings. Twenty-nine percent of Safeway members felt this way; no
Westfair members gave this response. Part-time workers, those with less than
t\À/o years

tenure and, correspondingly, those in the youngest age group (16 to

25) were most likely to report that they feel they are never sufficiently

informed about union meetings. One in three (34%) felt they were always

sufficiently informed about the times and places of union meetings. There were
significant differences between Safeway and Westfair staff

(2796 a,nd,48%) and

full-time and part-time workers (61% and 28%).

Of the total sample, t\¡/elve percent of the members do not read ACTION.

Fifty-five percent read the magazine sometimes or often, while 34 percent of
those surveyed said they read

it all the time.

Again, older members and those

with more tenure tend to read the magazine frequently while younger people and
those with the least tenure read

it

less often.
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Of the members who participated in the survey, fifty-two percent agreed that
members are kept well informed about union business, while thirty-two percent

disagreed. Westfair employees were more likely to agree that members are kept

well informed, as were older employees.

Most

of the

members would describe the level

of communication as often or

sometimes satisfactory (78%). No significant differences among the groups was

discerned. Fifteen percent of the members feel the level of communication

is

always satisfactory; a higher percentage of Westfair employees (24% versus ll0/o

of Safeway members) believe this is the case. Only four percent of the

members

interviewed believe the level of communication is never satisfactory.

This series of results indicates that, overall, the membership surveyed seem to

think the level of communication between the union and the membership is

good,

and most of them read the official publication at least sometimes. Safeway
members are slightly less enthusiastic about the level

of communication, with

relatively equal distribution between positive and negative responses, whereas
lilestfair workers register strong distributions in the positive

responses.

Members were invited to suggest how they believed better communication

could be established. Forty-eight percent of those surveyed offered
suggestions. The most frequent were:

(l) more direct

contact with

members/informing members (9%); (2) more communication between union
representatives and members (8%); (3) not so generalized, more information on

local people, more personal (4%).

-77

Some

-

of the other suggestions included: more information in ACTION, contact

by

the shop steward so members know who he/she is, new members told of union

functions, store meetings, in-store bulletins, more meetings more often,
surveys and questionnaires, encouragement to attend meetings and get more

involved, more notification of meetings, returning calls, a new president,
simpler contract language, and a series of suggestions regarding letters of
updates of negotiations, grievances, and general problems experienced at the
stores.

Leadership Responsiveness

Leadership responsiveness consisted

of

members' perceptions about the job their

elected and appointed officials were doing. Respondents were invited to answer
some questions concerning the responsiveness

of union officials in terms of

the

members' needs, ideas and concerns. These questions asked members whether shop
stewards and union representatives were helpful in dealing with concerns they
have raised, and whether they feel the union is responsive to members' ideas

and concerns. The frequency tables include members who voiced an opinion on
the issue of shop steward and union representative 'helpfulnessn, even

if

they

had not recorded that they had contacted any of these individuals. (Table

ll)

Nineteen percent of those who responded felt shop stewards were very helpful in
dealing with concerns they had raised; 30 percent believed they were somewhat

helpful, while l9 percent stated the stewards were not helpful. Female workers
were more likely than male workers to

find the shop stewards helpful (27% and

l0% respectively). Again, younger, part-time workers, and those with

less
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Of the total sample, forty-four percent have contacted a union representative
about a problem at \ilork since becoming a member of the union. Thirty-two
percent of

the members had contacted a union representative within the last year.
Westfair members were only slightly more inclined to have contacted a union
representative. More full-time than part-time members have contacted a rep
(52% and 4l% respectively) while fewer members (299b\

with length of

service less than 2 years have contacted a rep. This trend is rcflectcd across

the age groupings, wherc thirty-scvcn percent of workers between the ages

of

16

and 25 have contacted a union representative about a problem at work.

Fewer members have contacted a shop steward about a problem at work.

Thirty-five

percent

of the individuals surveyed have contacted a shop steward

since becoming a member of the union.

In the last year, twenty-four percent of

the members have contacted a shop steward. At least half of the full-time
workers had contacted a shop steward at some time compared to one-third of

part-timers. Of the workers with less than two years service, twenty-one
percent had contacted a shop steward since becoming a member

of the union.

Relatively few of the members surveyed (18%) have tried to contact or have
spoken

with the President of Local 832. Those who have done so are more likely

to be \ilestfair members, full-time workers, members who have worked for either
company

for more than five

years, and membcrs over the age

of twenty-five.

The survey results indicate that members are more inclined to voice their
disagreement with union policies than

not. As well, they are generally not

hesitant about contacting the union about a problem at work, although

a

-78seniority

\À/ere more

inclined to state the stewards were somewhat or not

helpful.

Of those who responded to the

same query about union representatives (153),

t\À/enty-one percent believed they were very helpful, twenty-six percent stated

they were somewhat helpful, while twenty percent recorded they were not

helpful. Similar trends were found in the data, with younger workers,
part-timers and newer workers more likely to state the representatives were not

helpful in dealing with concerns members have raised.

Of the total membership, twenty-seven percent either agree or strongly agree
that the leaders are unresponsive to members' ideas and concerns.

(20Vo

and

70/o

respectively) Forty percent of those surveyed disagree (33%) or strongly
disagree (7%) with this statement. Westfair workers were much more inclined to
disagree than their counterparts employed at Safeway.

Leadership responsiveness has been cited in several studies as a good measure

of union democracy. The group who participated in the survey was rather
ambivalent when asked directly

if

the leaders are responsive to the members'

ideas and concerns, although a significant number (27Vo) do not feel the leaders

are responsive. As for shop stewards and union representatives, those who
responded were not overly enthusiastic about the effectiveness

of

these

individuals in helping them with their problems at rvork. The pattern in
members' responses seems to indicate that union representatives and shop
stewards are not dealing with concerns in a manner satisfactory to the members.

79-

Members' Role in the Decision-Making Process

Several questions were analyzed to determine how much influence the members

feel they have over the decision-making process of the union. (Table t2)

Most

of the members did not feel they had a significant amount of power

to

influence the decisions of the leaders during a strike. Only ten percent felt
they had a lot of power. Forty-two percent felt they had some power,

twenty-nine percent stated they had hardly any po\¡/er, and fourteen percent
believed they had no power at all.

A majority of the members interviewed (54%) also did not believe they had much
say over how the union's decisions are made. Only twenty-two percent disagreed

with the statement "Members don't have much say over how the union decision's
are made.n Full-timers were more likely to disagree with the statement.
Again, older workers and those with more tenure were also more likely to
disagree.

Members were asked to state how much influence they

felt they had over a

variety of decisions made by the union and over union policy in general.
Figures

I and 2 summarize

stated they had

these

findings. Most of the members consistently

little or no influence over the decisions outlined in

the

questionnaire. The exception to this concerned accepting and rejecting
contracts, where the members were split between some or very strong influence
(48%) and

little or no influence,

(49Vo\.
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Some

significant differences were discerned among the groups on individual

union decisions. Sixty-four percent of part-timers and seventy-three percent

of members with the least tenure felt they had little or no influence over
contract proposals. Conversely, forty-four percent of full-timers, and
forty-seven percent of workers with the greatest amount of tenure felt they had

little or no influence over contract proposals. Finally, workers 45 and over
felt they had some or very strong influence in this area (59%), while only
thirty-five percent of those between the

ages

of l6

and 26 responded in this

manner.

lVith respect to electing leaders, the most significant difference was observed

in the age category. Sixty-eight percent of workers over 45 felt they had some
or very strong influence; only twenty-nine percent of workers in the youngest
age bracket responded

in this manner.

Workers \¡/ere unanimous

in their belief that they had little or no influence

over the use of union funds, hiring union staff and the discipline of members.

As mentioned, the opinions of workers was split as to the degree of influence
over accepting and rejecting contracts. Full-timers older workers and those

with more tenure were more inclined to state they had some or very strong
inf luence.

The above discussion is reflected in the responses members conveyed with
regards to influence over union policy in general. Thirty-four percent of
those surveyed

felt they had some or very strong influence. Sixty-two

percenf

-81
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felt they had little or no influence. The majority of part-timers
into the latter category,

as do the younger workers

Respondents were asked to agree or disagree that

it

with

(67%)

fall

less tenure.

is easy to change the

union's positions on issues. Fifty-three percent of those surveyed disagreed

with the statement, while only nine percent agreed. (A large percentage did not
state an opinion on the question). Interestingly seventy-three percent of

full-timers did not believe it was easy to change the union's position

on

issues.

Members who participated

in the survey were also asked whether they

considered

the MFCW a democratic union. Opinions \¡/ere very divided on this question:

thirty-five percent felt it was, thirty percent felt it was not, and thirty-one
percent did not state what they thought. More full-time members believe
democratic, and a large proportion

than 9 years also said

it

it

is

of people with tenure ol 2'5 years or more

was democratic. As well, a large percentage of

workers over 45 (5990) described the MFCW as a democratic union.

In summary, those questioned do not feel they have much influence over the
decision-making process of Local 832, and union policies in general. The most
surprising finding is the members'perceptions about their influence over
electing leaders and accepting or rejecting contracts, areas where

theoretically they have total control.
percent

of

It

is interesting that more than

those interviewed believe they have

conditions of work that

fifty

little or no influence over the

will govern them on the job.

-82Only forty-eight percent of the respondents stated why they considered the MFCW
democratic or undemocratic. Those who believe the union is democratic
explained that: members are given a vote, decisions are made by a group,
members are informed on issues, can voice opinions and participate in

union activities, and because the union listens to the members.

Explanations given as to why the MFCW is undemocratic included: members do not
have much say, members do not have enough influence over and are not consulted

about decisions, the union "pursues its own purposes' and "brainwashes" the
members, there is too much concentration

of power,

members have not had the

opportunity to vote against Christophe, there is no option regarding joining,
union dues are high, a minority controls the majority, most of those in

authority are appointed rather than elected, leaders âre not elected regularly,
and 'one man decides'.

-83Support for Unlon Policles

Membership support
members agree

for union policies was determined by examining whether

with the MFCW's policies, whether they are happy with the job the

union is doing and

if

they think the union is pursuing goals which are in the

best interests of the members. (Table l3)

A majority of the members interviewed said they agree with the leaders'
policies sometimes or never (60%). Thirty-five percent always or often agree

with these policies.

Of the respondents, forty-nine percent were happy with the job the union

is

doing, (strongly agree or disagree with the statement) while twenty-four
percent were not happy. Full-timers are more inclined to be happy with the job

the union is doing (64%) than part-timers Ø6qÐ. As tenure increases members
are generally more satisfied with the union's performance. A similar trend
occurs

for

age.

A significant number of respondents (57%) believed the MFCW is pursuing

:

goals

which are in the best interests of the members, while twenty-five percent felt

it

is not. (5% feel only some of the goals reflected the best interests of the

members.) Younger workers were less inclined to be supportive of the union's
goals.

The results of this series of questions are rather ambiguous. A large
percentage

of

members tend to agree

with the MFCW leaders' policies only

sometimes or never, even'thougi members are generalty happy with the job the
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union is doing, and believe the union is pursuing goals which are in the best
interests

of the members. This trend might be explained by the fact that

members are happy

the

with belonging to a union and appreciate the benefits which

this has produced, but are not enthusiastic about the manner in which the
leaders conduct union

affairs. The first question

asks the members to identify

personally with the MFCW's leaders, while the remaining two questions are far
more general. Another possible explanation is that members who responded were

unclear as to whether 'leaders' policies referred to policies undertaken by the
leaders

in respect to the union's strategies and organization, of if'policies'

referred to the leaders' views on politics.

Views on Management

One survey question rvas utilized to determine members' views of. management.
Members were asked to state how cooperative they

find

management

in trying

find a solution to a problem at work which is agreeable to themselves and
company. (Table

I4)

Seventeen percent

of the

members

to

the

felt that management was

not cooperative, forty-two percent found management somewhat cooperative and

while thirty-three percent found management very cooperative. Westfair workers
were more inclined to view management as uncooperative. Part-time employees,

younger workers and those with less tenure were also more inclined to view
management as uncooperative.

This variable was included in order to help explain members' informal
participation in union activities, particularly with respect to contacting shop
stewards and union representatives. Very cooperative management would

obviously reduce the need to contact the union

if

a problem at work

TABLE ],4
\IIEI[À]S ON ì4ANAGEI4EX.II

tbll Oocperative is

lthrnganerrt:
ÍTITAL

SAFETNY I{IESTFATR

Verlr Cocpemtive

338

36t

272

ScrsÈ¡at Oocperative

422

432

4Lz

Not, Oocpeærtive

t7z

L4z

262

-85occurred. Most of the members surveyed felt management u/as somewhat
cooperative, with a significant number stating management \¡/as

in fact very

cooperative. Westfair workers stated management was somewhat or not
cooperative, yet the figures for contact with shop Stewards and union
representatives indicate that these employees were less inclined to contact

a

shop steward than their Safeway counterparts, and only slightly more inclined

to have contacted a union representative.

Views on Labour Unions

Views on labour unions also consisted of only one question in the membership

survey. Members were asked whether they would prefer to be non-unionized.
(Table

l5) Of

the total sample, sixty-five percent disagreed or strongly

disagreed with the statement

'I

would prefer to be non-unionized.n Seventeen

percent agreed with the statement. The largest percentages of members who
agreed with the statement were workers who had a length of service

of

less than

2 years (30%).

The results help explain some of the behaviour patterns of younger' newer
workers at these companies; perhaps these members are not participating in

union activities because they would prefer to be non-unionized. The trend

is

disturbing however; the l6-25 year old group with less than 2 years' tenure
made up a significant proportion

of the total

sample (74

or

32%)

and will

undoubtedly constitute a large segment of the future workforce as both
companies attempt to cut labour costs by hiring new employees at much lower

wages. The union's policies are clearly not pleasing to a large number of the

TABLE ]-5
\TTE!ilS ON Ï"AæUR IJNIOI{S

I{culd P:æfer to be Non{lnionized:
ÎUTAL

Strsgly

Disagree

SA¡ET,IAY WESTFAIR

372

352

432

Disagree

282

308

232

No o¡linion

t6z

188

Lr-å

8t

7z

LOz

ez

88

LLZ

À$ree

Slrorgly

Aqree

-86companies' newest workers, a phenomenon which must be addressed in the very
near future

if

the union's security is not to be threatened.

Direct Say Over the Union's Operations

This intervening variable was also included to help explain membership
behaviour and attitudes toward union policies. Respondents were asked to state
how important

it

was to them to have direct say over how the union operates.

Table l6 illustrates the frequency results of this question. Most of those
surveyed stated

it

was very important (48%) or slightly important (35%) to have

direct say in this area.

lt

was essential to determine whether members

felt having direct say over how

their union operates was important before proceeding to how membership
influence in the decision-making process and participation in union activities
might be improved. The frequency results and explanatory responses indicate
that members believe they should have direct say over how the union operates.

Members were once again invited to express the reasons for their opinions on

this question. Seventy-four percent responded to the question.
One

in three of

those responding

felt it was important because

members are the

union, they should run it, and having direct say lets the union know what the
members
because

want. Thirteen percent stated that members should have a say

they pay dues, while eleven percent responded that decisions affect

them so it is important to have a say over what goes on. For the other
responses

(slightly important or not important) members explained that the

TABLE ]-6
PERCBTVED IMPORTANCE OF lñ\rj}re DIRECT
SÀY CI\IER. T]NIOìT OPMAITONS

IIcÉr

InpoÉant i-s Havirg a Dir^ect' Say:

TEITAL

SA¡ETEY WESIFATR

Very Irportant

482

492

452

Sli$tt1y Iryortant

358

342

3ez

IlrpoÉant

118

r_o8

r-38

NoE
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union is like a business and should be run like one, there are more qualified
individuals to handle the 'business'and they do not have the time or desire to
become involved.

A few stated that they were afraid to speak their mind, the

union does not listen to the members, or they feel 'a small part of it.'

Perceptions about Changes to Union Actlvlties

The final two variables consist of members' perceptions about union

activities. Firstly, several questions were combined in order to arrive at
measure

of what

changes the members would

like to

see

a

in the union's structure

and activities. (Table l7)

Respondents were asked whether they
say over how the union

felt the

members should have more direct

will act during a strike. Of the total

sample, seventy-two percent responded yes, while only six percent said no.

Full-time members were more inclined to respond no than part-time workers.

Respondents were asked to agree or disagree

with the statement nUnion

negotiating committee members should be elected and not appointed by the

union.n In total, seventy-five percent of those surveyed agreed or strongly
agreed

with the statement (44% and 3l% respectively.) Only seven percent

disagreed with the statement. (These were more likely to be Safeway

members). Again full-timers tended to disagree with the statement, as were
older workers and those with more tenure.

TABIE 17
MEUBERS' PRCHITOì¡S RreARDÏNG CTANGES

TO I]NTODI OPERAIIOI{S

lþnbe¡:s Shcx.¡ld Have I'forre Infh¡ence cn¡er Decisions lfade
n¡rirg a Stril<e:

TrIML
Yes
No

No

O¡linion

Negotiatirg

SAFETBY WESTFäIR

722

732

6ez

6z

6z

7Z

20*

202

2L*

SA¡ETqY

WESTFATR

l,fsrrbe::s Shculd be Elected:

TUTAL
Str:orgly Àqree

318

282

372

Aglræe

442

442

442

No Opinion

17z

L6z

L9z

Disagree

52

7Z

t_8

St::orq1y Disag::ee

2z

3z

oz

l{snbs:s Shcnûd be l{or.e Involved in Negotiatior¡s

TTITAL SA¡EÍAY T{ESTFATR
342

332

372

53å

562

462

No opinion

88

7z

108

Disagn:ee

4*

4z

4z

St:rorgly Di-sagr€e

0å

oa

LZ

St::orgty

Agrree

Agnree

Itrer.e Shcaild be t'fore Strcp Stølards:

ttIAL
Sb:orgly

Àgr^ee

å4ree
No opinion
Di.sagree

sE:rorgly Disagnree
Slrcnrtd be

t-38
272
362
2rz
2*

SASETßY WESTF?IIR

r3Z
292
35*
202
3z

13Z

zLz
392
232
38

a Charge of l-eadersTfegular Irrten¡aJ.s

fqIAL

SAIEI^IAY WESTFAIR

strrorgly Aryee

l-6?

r_6t

L7z

Agree

37*

402

322

No Opinion

272

282

252

Di-sagree

L7z

L4z

242

2z

2z

18

St:rcrgfy Di-sagree

-88There \¡/as overwhelming agreement with the statement oMembers should be more

involved in negotiations'

of

those who responded, (53%) agreed or strongly

agreed with this statement.

Members were asked to agree or disagree with the statement'There should be
more shop stewards.n The most surprising figure \rras the number

of

respondents

who chose not to state an opinion on this issue (36% of the total sample).

of

the remaining respondents, forty percent either agreed or strongly agreed with
the statement, while twenty-four percent disagreed or strongly disagreed.

Fifty-four percent of the

respondents agreed or strongly agreed

with the

statement, "There should be a change of leaders at regular intervals,' while
nineteen percent disagreed. Twenty-seven percent did not record an opinion.

The members generally agreed that more active membership involvement would makc
the union stronger. Four in five agreed with this broad statement; one in three
agreed strongly.

Clearly, MFCW members, when they state their opinion about the structure of

union activities, believe there is room for change in certain areas. More
specifically, members believe they should be more involved in negotiations, and
would like more say in who will be conducting negotiations. Over half of those
surveyed stated there should be a change

that

it

of leaders at regular intervals,

and

is not easy to change the union's position on issues. There is strong

agreement that more active membership involvement would make the union
stronger.
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Perceptions About the Union's Functions

Finally, a number of questions dealt with what the members believe the union
should be doing. Respondents \ilere asked to state how important the union's

role is in a number of situations. Table l8 and Figure 3 illustrate the total
frequency of responses and the breakdown between Safeway and Westfair workers.
Protecting jobs, upholding the contract and fighting for equal pay for work of
equal value were seen as very important aspects of the union's job by
overwhelming percentages of the members surveyed. (89%, 9090 and

820/o

respectively) Securing wage increases and more full-time positions, as well

as

supporting members of the same union who are on strike were viewed as very

important (5890, 53%, 52%) or slightly important (35%, 36%, 33%). The members

did not view educating members about the labour movement in Canada or
supporting members of a different union who are on strike as important

functions of the Local.

Westfair workers \¡/ere more inclined to feel that supporting members of the same

union who are on strike is a very important part of the union's role. These

I

workers also felt

it

was very important

for the union to educate its

members

about the labour movement in Canada.

Similarly, a significant difference of opinion emerged between the two groups

of workers concerning the

issue

of supporting members of a different union who

are on strike. Forty-six percent of Westfair workers felt this was very

important, while only fifteen percent of Safeway workers recorded this
response.

.,

TABTE 18
PRCEPITONS ÀrcUT UNÍCÈ{'S ruNCTTON

tlrcrrt irrpoÉant

is tl¡e tnrion's role in tle folIcruirg

siü.¡atior¡s?"
IMPffiTANCE

very

SIightIY

8e3

9t

2Z

9tz

88
108

4z

9rz

94
88

tz

868

r_r.t

IZ

822

r.58

8r.8

l_68

3z
3z

83?

t0z

39o

588
652
422

3st

Not

Iryortant Tryoftant IÍPoltant
Jô

P:¡otection:

llbrtal
Safenuay

I{estfair

862

I9o

upholdi:tg Conb:act,:
IIWaI
Safanay

I{estfair

908

L9o

EEraI Pay for l.trork of
EE¡41 Value:
Ibrta]Safe*iay

I{estfair
I{age Increases:

Total
Safelny

I{estfair

308

462

7z
5z

rlz

Itf¡re Ful1-tinÞ Positions:
Tcrtal
Safevay

I{estfair

538

362

LLZ

s3t

358

l_l-å

542

372

roz

2ez
262
372

462
sr-8

242
222
272

Educatirg !4srbs:s Àbcnlt
Labcnrr lkn¡srent i¡ Canada:
llbrfalSafenay

I{estfair

372

$æor{,i-rrg !4srbers of Sare
t¡niør on Strilce:
llbrtal
Safauay

I{esbfair

522
482
622

33å
372
242

272
l-8?
452

36t
388
318

t4Z
L4z
1-4e"

Sræorf.i¡g l,lsnbers of
Diffe¡€rrt llnion on Strij<e:
lltÈa1
Saferuay

I{estfair

37e"

432
242

3

SUPPORT DIFFERENT UNION

.
STHÏKE

EDUCATE MEMBERS ON LABOUR

SUPPOFT SAME UNTON ON STBIKE

MOHE FULL-TIME

I4AGE INCREASES

EGUAL PAY FOH EOUAL I,{ORK

UPHOLDING CONTRACT

JOB PROTECTION

MEMBERS' PERCEPTIONS OF !,JHAT THE
UNION SHOULD BE DOING

FIGURE

-90This series of questions was asked in order to determine what the members felt
the objectives of MFCW Local 832 are. The variety of objectives listed
attempted to determine

if

there was a difference between objectives confined to

the Local's members, and those which included wider objectives of the labour
movement. Supporting members of a different union who are on strike, and
educating members about the labour movement in Canada \rere not viewed

terribly important objectives. Indeed, only one-half of those surveyed
believed supporting fellow members on strike was very important.

as
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(v)

-

Summary of Frequency Tabulations

The following items summarize the behaviour and opinions of Safeway and
Westfair members who participated in the survey.

l.

Formal participation of members is very low, with the
exception of meeting attendance. Members are more
likely to attend meetings which involve negotiations.

Informal participation of members is higher, and members
are generally not hesitant to voice their disagreement
with union policies. They are also not hesitant about
contacting the union about a problem at work.
3.

MFCIV members feel the level of communication between the
union and the membership is good.

4.

Shop stewards and union representatives are not
completely effective in helping members with their
problems at work. In general, the members \¡/ere inclined
to state the leaders are responsive to the members'
ideas and concerns.

5.

Those surveyed

6.

Members tend to disagree with the leaders' policies,
although they are generally happy with the job the union
is doing and believe the union is pursuing goals which
are in the best interest of the members.

7.

Most members
cooperative.

felt they had little influence over the
decision-making process, and union policies in general.

find

management somewhat or very

Most would prefer to remain unionized.
9.

Having direct say over how the union operates is
important to those who participated in the survey.

t0. Most members want more say over how the union will act
during a strike. They believe negotiating committee
members should be elected, members should be more
involved in negotiations, and active membership
involvement would make the union stronger. The members
were ambivalent about whether there should be more shop
stewards. There was general agreement that there should
be a change of leaders at regular intervals.

'92'
ll.

According to the members, protecting jobs, upholding the
contract, and fighting for equal pay for work of equal
value are very important aspects of the union's
objectives. Less important are securing wage increases
and more full-time positions, or supporting members of
the same union who are on strike. Educating members
about the labour movement in Canada' or supporting
members of a different union who are on strike are not
regarded as important functions of the local.

The survey results also revealed interesting differences across various
sub-groupings of the union membership. Full-time workers, workers with more

tenure, and older workers seem to be satisfied with the job the union is doing
and do not see a need for major changes in how the union conducts its affairs.
These workers are also the ones who are generally more supportive

of union

policies, and who are more likely to have participated in union activities.
One change this group does want is more involvement of members in the

negotiating process.

The young, part-time workers, and those who have worked at either company for
less than 2 years

offer a different story. These members have not, for the

most part, participated

in union activities, are generatly less supportive of

union policies and are more likely to desire changes to the union's structures
and activities. Many of the members in this second group are unaware of what

thç union's role is, or when to contact the union. Finally, younger employees
part-time workers and those who have worked less than two years are more likely

to feel management is very uncooperative than workers in the first group. The
significance of the differences in group behavior

will

be examined in more

detail following the discussion of the correlation and regression results.
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CHAPTER VI

(i)

One

Data Analysis

-

Regression Analysis Results

of the central objectives of the study is to determine the strength

and

direction of the relationships between influence over the decision-making
process, participation

in union activities, leadership responsiveness and level

of communication, with support for union policies. Correlation procedures and
regular and stepwise regression procedures involving the variables were
undertaken to examine the relationships in detail. Each of the responses in
the questionnaire constitutes a variable. For the regressions and correlation
procedures, some

of

these variable values were transformed

in order that all

low values would correspond to negative responses; similarly, higher values
were assigned to positive responses.

Many of the variables in the regression involved a combination of several
questions. Where two or more questions were combined to arrive at
measurement, the indices were standardized and scores

a

for individual questions

were added to arrive at the new variable score. Thus a variable involving

three separate questions would be a sum of the score of the three questions
where each question had been standardized to the same scale.

Table l9 outlines the variables used in the regression analysis, the range of
possible scores for each variable, the mean of each variable
sample and the means for each store location.

for the entire

TABIE 19
\NRTABLES

Variable

N*

IN REffiESSION .A¡{ATXSIS

Þossil¡Ie
Rarge

Saryle

Safelay

We-stfair

l,fean

llÞ¿n

Mean

DECTSION

196

4-40

20.472

20.405

20.616

SI'PÐRI

i-88

3-L2

8.045

8.126

7.883

FþR¡{AL

2A6

4-8

4.954

4.797

5.294

INFOR!{AL

l_93

5-20

8.860

8.629

9.360

LEADMS

22r

l_-5

1.884

t_.820

2.026

æMMIINIC

2r5

4-1-6

l_0.815

l_0.389

11. 735

¡Ìrmrlcer

of obsenratior¡s inchrled i¡r tlre

cc¡nlcircd r¡ariab1e.
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initial

regression

analysis procedures indicated that missing values were creating a low data base

in the regression. The variable DEMO (whether members felt the union

is

democratic) was removed from the combined variable DECISION since seventy
respondents had not answered the question. Missing values for the variable
GOALS (whether the union is pursuing goals which are in the best interest of

its members) were replaced by substituting the mean of the recorded
(3.036)

for each missing value. (8. G.Tabachnick and L. A. Fidell,

p.7l) Finally, the variable SSHELP (whether

responses

1983,

shop stewards were helpful in

dealing with problems raised at work) and the variable REPHELP (whether union
representatives were helpful

in the same situation) were removed due to low

response levels. (8.G. Tabachnick and L.A. Fidell, 1983,

missing values

for the variable SSHELP and

p.7l) (There

76 missing values

were 74

for the variable

REPHELP.) As a result, the variable LEADERS consisted of only one
questionnaire variable, namely whether respondents felt the leaders were
responsive to members' ideas and concerns.

Correlation coefficients for the model are summarized in table

20.

The strongest correlation in the model occurred between perceived influence
over the decision-making process (DECISION) and support for union policies
(SUPPORT), supporting the original hypothesis that there is a relationship

ÎABI.E 20
OORREIÃrION

DECISIO{

æErICTE¡ITS

FEIR

TIIE IIDDEÛÈ*

STJPPORT

FORI\AL INFOR¡IAL LEADMS

0.2236

CCÐ4MUNTC

Dncjsrow

L.000

0.6269

0.2235

0.4670

0.4823

SUPPOFÍ

0.6269

1.0000

0.11-37* 0.0L13rt O.6L24

0.6240

FORùÍAL

0.2235

0.l-t-37* l-.0000

0.5783

0.L275*

0.l-008*

INFURMAL 0.2336

0.01-1,3:t 0.5783

L.0000

O.O324*

O.

i-376*

tEADffiS

0.4670

0.6124

O.l275tc O.O324* L.0000

0.4443

æMMUNIC

0.4822

0.6240

0.1-008* O.L376',c 0.4443

1.0000

*
**

denotes

insigrlificant r^elationships r¡he¡re P.05

DffiSION = Influence cn¡er tlre Deci.sion+takfug Prccess

$ryport for tlnion Policies
Forrnal Par{.icipation in t¡nion Activities
INFÐRI\AL = Inforrnal Farticipation in llnion ÀcÈivities
LEADRS = leadership Res¡nnsiveness
O,IMIJNIC = I-evel of Ccnrnunicntion Betræen tl¡e tlnion ard tl¡e llsnbers

SUPPORÎ=
¡ORI4AL =

-95between the structure

of union

government and level of support

for union

policies. A strong correlation between formal and informal participation in
union activities was also apparent, indicating that individuals who participate

in formal union activities are also likely to voice their concerns and contact
their local's representatives. Satisfaction with the level of communication
and leadership responsiveness had relatively strong correlations with SUPPORT
and DECISION; members who felt the leaders were responsive to their views and
concerns, and who

felt the level of communication was relatively satisfactory

were likely to support union policies and feel they had some role in the

decision-making process. Formal and informal participation had low
correlations with support for union policies. These statistics point to the
conclusion that,

in this population, participation in union activities might

not be an important factor in predicting support levels for union policy. More
importantly, the low correlations between FORMAL and INFORMAL with influence
over the decision-making process indicate that membership participation in
union activities does not necessarily entail a perception that these workers
have influence over how the Local is run.

The multiple regression results reflected findings in the correlation matrix.
Support

for policies was modelled

as the independent variable,

with influence

over the decision-making process, formal and informal participation in union

activities, leadership responsiveness and level of communication as the
independent variables. In total, 149 observations were included in the

regression. Almost

fifty-four

percent

of the variation in the levels of

support was explained by the model; (R2=0.53ó9)). The standardized estimates,

or slopes of the independent variables, reveal LEADERS as the strongest

-96influence on variation of SUPPORT tevels, (0.3230) followed by COMMUNIC
(0.3100) and DECISION (0.2906). Values

for INFORMAL and FORMAL were not

statistically significant (Probability levels were greater than

.05).

Multiple regression analysis was also carried out with DECISION

as the

dependent variable and INFORMAL, FORMAL, LEADERS and COMMUNIC as the

independent variables. Only forty percent of the variation in degrees of

influence in the decision-making process was explained by the model' Of the
independent variables, COMMUNIC and LEADERS were the most significant causcs ol
variance in the variable DECISION. Again, the relationships between FORMAL
and INFORMAL with the variable DECISION were not statistically significant.

Stepwise regression was performed, using the maximum R option. The maximum
R-squared improvement technique attempts to

find the best one-variable

model,

two-variable model, and so forth, in order to determine which variables are the
best predictors

of variance in support levels for union policy.

(SAS User's

Guide: Statistics; SAS Institute Cary, North Carolina, 1982, p.102) Table 2l
summarizes the results

of the stepwise regression in terms of which variables

produce the most variance in support levels, from a one-variable to a five

variable model.

Regular and stepwise regression indicate that perceived influence over the
decision-making process is an important predictor of levels of support for

union policies. Leadership responsiveness and communication levels are

significant predictors of variation in support levels, while participation in
union activities is a weak predictor of whether members will support union

TAB[.i8 21

SIEFT{ISE REGRESSION: IIß)ü}trM R OPI ON

Variable(s)
Ors-Variab1e

ECTSION

o.35722

Tv¡o-Variable

ÏJADMS
Gû,luNIC

o.48320

DECTSION

o.53646

llhrre*Variab1e

IjEADMS

G4MtrNrC

Fcn¡r-Variab1e

DffiSTON

0.53696

LEADIRS

G0'[JNrC
INFCìRIIAL

Five-Variable

Dngtsrol¡
LEADMS
G.IMI'NTC
TNFORMAL

FOR¡IAL

o.53694
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-

policies or whether they believe they have influence over the decision-making
process.

(ii)

Specific Group Behavlour Results

The frequency tables discussed earlier suggested the existence of definite
sub-populations in the study. Significant differences

in behavior

and

attitudes were discerned between old and young workers, full-time and part-time
employees, and and new employees and those with more tenure. Some additional

data analysis was performed to determine correlations between the dependent and
independent variables within specific groups. The following table illustrates
these correlations

within specific groups, and compare the results to the

correlations found in the total sample. (Table 22)

The correlation between DECISION and SUPPORT was significantly higher in the
Westfair group of employees, as was the relationship between LEADERS and
SUPPORT. Both FORMAL and TNFORMAL had stronger relationships with SUPPORT in
the Safeway population, although only the FORMAL relationship was statistically

significant.

With respect to tenure, the correlations indicate that the relationship between
decision-making influence and support for union policies is strongest in the
groups with more than five years' service with their company. As well,
leadership responsiveness and level of communication between the Local and its

TABTE 22
æRRELFTITOIIS BEIWMN S]PPOF$ ICR,
UNION rcLTCTES AI{D TT{E INDæNÐÐff \ßRTABTES

EY SEX.iECIÐ SUB.GOUPS

Ey Store Location:

Safanay

I{estfair

Ïìcrtal SalçIe

DECf,SION

0.5371-

0.7060

0.6046

¡ORîAL

o.22L6

0.1609

0.l-81-6

INFOR¡IAL

o.L222

0.099L

o.11_28

IEADRS

0.5523

0.6398

0.578r_

æMMTJNIC

0.6052

0.6038

0.5808

By Tem¡re:
Less than

TotalSanple 21n:s. 2-514s 5-91n:s Over9yrs
DESISION
TORMAL

INFOR¡AL
LEADRS
æMMT]NIC

B¡r work

0.6046
0.181-6
0. 1L28
0.57810.5808

DECTSION

IOR¡AL
INFORT\ßL

æIIMUNIC

0.6037 0.71-08
0.1003 0.l-s36
0.

1,41-9 -0.2029

0.4499 0.6925
0.5L27 0.5264

stab¡s:

llbrtal

I;EADERS

0.461-3
0.18L2
0. 0902
0.4938
0.5208

Sanple FrLll-4IirIE PaÉ,{ire

0.6046
0.18L6
o.1l-28
o.s78r_
0.5808

0.7205
0.12]-7
0.1780
0.7318
0.7713

0.5770
0.1688

0.0792
0.5430
0.5533

0.724r
0.1818
0

.2334

0.6950
0.7883

ry

SÐ(:

Salçle

Dten

0.6046
0.181_6
0.1128
0.5781_
0.5808

0.5823
0.2031
0.1857
0.6366
0.5708

Torta]DECf,SIO{

¡ÞRI\AL
INFCIR¡AL
LEADERS

æMMI]NIC

tScuen

0.6432
0.1465
0.035L
0. sr-80

0.5985

By Àge:

Idal Sarple
Deg¡sro¡l
FORMAL

INFþRIIAL

LEADRS
æMMT'NIC

0.6046
0.1_81-6
o. l_l_28
0.578L
o. 5808

16-25

yrs

0.4824
0.2562
0.oo24
0.5036
0. 5253

26-35 1n:s 36-45

p:s

0.8357 0.5906
-0.0159 0.2787
0. 0073
0.4466
0.7680 0.3789
0.7348 0.66t2

Over 45 prs
0.3462
0.2323
0.

1264

0.5895
0 . 61-53

-98members enjoy much stronger relationships with SUPPORT

in the groups with more

tenure. The correlation between DECISION and SUPPORT is higher among the group

of women, and much higher in the full-time population of workers. As well,

the

relationship between DECISION and SUPPORT is strongest in the group of workers
aged 26

- 35, and decreases in strength considerably after this point.

However, the number of employees in the 36-45 age category \vas 30, while only

22 employees were included in the 'over 45' category. Many of the
relationships in the last category were not statistically significant.

In summary, the relationship between the independent and dependent variables
strongest in a number of specific groups of workers, namely, Westfair workers,

full-time workers, those with more tenure and older workers.

Further analysis was performed on the data on the basis of more specific
membership behavior. The results tvere sorted according to meeting attendance,

satisfaction with the level of communication, and preference to be unionized.
(Table 23)

Meeting attendance seems to affect the relationship between influence over the
decision-making process and support for union policies; the relationship is
stronger in the group who attends meetings, and strongest in the group who
attends more than five meetings.

is

TABIE 23
æRREIJTITOìüS BSN{mI SI]PFCRT FþR TJNION FOLTCTES
AND TT{E TNDEPE¡TDBII \¡ERTABLES H¿ SPECTT{TC

EEI.A\rICIJR ÀI{D AIINIIUDES

ry Meetirg AtterdarPe:
Itrave lils¡er ltrave Five or I-ess Six or More
Meetings
Atterded Àtterded lGetirgs
Sanpte
Ibtal
DECISION

0.6046

o.6269

0.51_84

o.5242

o.7369

IORI\ßL

o.2783

o.LL37

0.0582

o.1778

o.0244

TNFÞRI{AL

o.2579

0.01L3

0.l-208

o.0736

0.0772

IjEADMS

o.4677

o.6L24

o.4687

o.4902

0,7357

OOMMUNIC

o.5432

o.6240

0.4813

0.5396

0. 6558

B1r

Sati-sfaction with l-en¡e1 of Cccr¡mnicatiqr:
TorEaJ.

SatçIe

Àhvalts ofEen Scgrptirnes
satisfied Sati.sfied Satisfied

Never

Satisfied
o.5326

DESISIO}T

0.6046

0.5063

o.4328

0.4800

FÐR¡AL

o.2783

o.2792

o.2L69

0.

t_t_L2

-o.2L82

INFORMAL

o.2579

-o.2078

o.I270

o. L658

o.2126

IjEADERS

o.4677

0.51-84

0.3887

o.5704

0. 5405

OOI,IMIJNIC

o.5432

o.2707

0.3363

0.3500

0.4634

fy agr€sIent to ttre Statsrent. ItI I,ftrúd Plefen to be Non{nionizedrr:
StrorqlY
No
St¡rcrgfy
Total'SaryIe Agree ågir€e Opinion Disagree Disagree
DffiSION

0.6046

FEIRIAL

o.2783

INFORSAL

o.2579

LEADMS

o.4677

oct'tMuNlc

o.543?

o.4627

0.0235

-0.0805 0.5112
-o.0854 0.l-879
o.5672 0.3824
0.0197 0.4761,

0.541-6

0.3306

-0.0691- 0.1281
-o.o202 -0.0868
o.424L 0.54s1
o.4699 0.5149

-99lilhether members believe the level of communication is satisfactory or
unsatisfactory does not seem to effect the relationship between the variables,
although the low response rates in many instances prevented meaningful
comparisons across groups. Finally, the relationship between DECISION and
SUPPORT was stronger among groups who preferred to remain unionized.

In the general population, the relationship between participation in union
activities and perceived influence over the decision-making process was

insignificant. In order to further explore the relationship, correlations
between FORMAL and INFORMAL with DECISION across the groups were produced.

Table 24 summarizes the results of the exercise.

The relationship between formal methods of participation and perceived

influence on the decision-making process is strongest among Safeway workers,
workers with more than nine year's tenure, the youngest age group (16-25) and
the group comprising 36-45 year olds and those who strongly disagreed with the
statement nI would prefer to be non-unionized.n The relationship was equally

strong among groups of men and women. The relationship between FORMAL and
DECISION among those who have attended a union meeting was only slightly higher

than the same correlation for the entire population (0.2235 and 0.1815
respectively).

The relationship between informal methods of participation and perceived

influence over the decision-making process was strongest among workers with
over nine years tenure, full-time workers, those in the 36-45 age bracket and
those \¡/ho

felt the level of communication

was sometimes satisfactory.

TABËE 24
æRREf,-trfIOù{S BEIf^tEÐ.Í INFT.ITENCE Ct\lR, TÍ{E DECÍSION*GICNG
PROCESS AI.ID TUR¡AL AìTD INFURIIAL PåRITCTPArIO{
ÀCTNrf[tES EIY SEI.ECÎED S]BÆUPS

I{estfair
Safeway

t¡an 2 yea::s

Infortnal-

0.6087*
o.3449

O.242|rc (pÞ0.07)

0.1897't

o.2651,

O. O91"L¡t

o.2330
o.o9L8*

0.1886!t
o.2935

o.3869

llþrt

o.2743
o.2832

0.2638
o.2434

F\¡]-1{ine
Part-{Ii¡re

O.2843:k

o.3827
0.203L

L6-25 years
26-35 yeaa's
36-45 years
Over 45 years

0.3059

Over 9 year:s
I{csrEn

o.2L92
0.0821-'t

o.3424t,
o.2564r,

Have Atterded l,leeti-rg
Have Nen¡er Àttærded
Ocnurn¡nication Satisfactory
Always

Often
scrrptiJfps
Nq¡er

P¡efer to be llorn¡rionized
St¡orgly Agtree
Àgree
Disagree

Sürorgly Disag::ee

Siæifica¡æ len¡els

IJNTON

Forral

2 - 5 years
5 - 9 years

Less

IN

0.01-04¡h

0.1498*
o.2228r,
O.4j,s4'r (pko.07)
o.2328*

o.2235
-O.LLz4rt

o.2336

o.2982r<

o.0527*

o.2943
o.2626

o.1"885*

0.0758'k

0. 0393rt

o.3620
-0.0L56*

L803:t
O.0963¡t

0.0306*
o.4244*

-0.1382*

-O.l-804'k
0.3334

O.

0.3304

gu:eater than .O5
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Sunmary of Correlation and Regression Procedures

The results of the correlation and regression procedures, as well as the

correlation figures for specific groups of employees revealed:

l.

Perceived influence over the decision-making process is
strongly correlated to support for union policies. A
significant proportion of the variation in support levels
was explained by this variable.

2.

Formal and informal participation in union activities had
low correlations with support for union policies, and
explained little of the variation in support levels.

3.

Formal and informal participation in union activities had
low correlations with perceived influence over the
decision-making process.

4.

The correlation between influence over the
decision-making process and support for union policies
was highest among Westfair employees, workers with more
tenure, v/omen, older workers, those who attend meetings,
those who are satisfied with the level of communication,
and those who prefer to remain unionized.

5.

The relationship between formal participation and
influence over the decision-making process is strongest
among Safeway employees, workers with more tenure, and
those who prefer to remain unionized.

6.

The relationship betv/een informal participation and
influence over the decision-making process rvas strongest
among full-time workers and those with the greatest
amounts of tenure.

-l0lCHAPTER
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VII

Comparison with other Quantitative Studies

Richard B. Freeman and James L. Medoff's study of union democracy in the United
States utilized data from several surveys

of union members performed by the

University of Michigan Survey Research Department.

Some

of the results are

comparable to those done in the present study. Tables 25 and 26 illustrate
Freeman and Medoff's findings as they relate to formal participation

in union

activities and members' satisfaction with their union.

In general, the formal participation of members in union activities was higher
in Freeman and Medoff's population, specifically in the areas of voting in
union election (73% compared to l0% in the present study) and filing

a

a

grievance through a union (28% and l0% respectively). The authors noted that
more senior employees were more likely to attend union meetings and to vote in

union elections, findings which were duplicated in the present study.

The results of Freeman and Medoff's study were compared to results of the

participation of full-time members in union activities in the present

population. Table 27 illustrates that full-time workers' behaviour is more
consistent with the two authors' findings, with the exception

of voting in

a

union election. Freeman and Medoff conclude that such levels of participation
constitute an adequate level of internal union democracy. Perhaps the same
conclusion should be applied to the full-time population of MFCW members, who
tend to participate in union activities to a much greater extent than their

part-time counterparts.

BBLE 25
rOMAL PARITCTPÀrION TN I]NION ÀC TVTTæ

tlnion Activity:

Total*
In tìe tast teÐ year:s
ycnr 4rer...

have

to a Union Ì,æetirg
Vcrted in a Union ElecÈion
Been Elected to, runinated for,
or cÌrosen for an office
i¡ a r.rrion
Gøre

Filed a griørance

Plæsent Studyr.*

76
73

L6
tnur$ a r:nion 28

63

10***

I
l-0

* ToÈal i¡ sb¡fy quotæd by næønan ard l4edoff.
** Figræs based on nurbenstrþ bet¡avicur si¡ce beccrnirg
qsnber

of tlre r¡nion.

a

*** ¡jrst!¡ percert of tlrose rlltro participated in tlre sür/ey
stated tfrey had nã¡er atterded a t¡nion election
reeti-ng.

So.urce: Based on t¿brilations of micrrcdata fr.cnr the
$ra1ity of Erplolment Sunrey.
(n:eønan & llþdoff, L984, p.209)
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TABLE 26
SÀIIßFãCTTON WITH TJNIG{

Verl¡ Satisfied

252

Sæq¡t¡at Satisfied

492

Nort,

Too

or NcÈ, at all Satisfied

262

Scn¡rce: Tatnilatæd frqn a sarple of 319 r¡nion tær]<ers
Ouality of 9ücrkirg 6rditior¡s Surrrey, L977 (Ðæsnan ard !&doff , L984, P.143)

j¡

ÏABLE 27
FORNAL PÀRTTCTPA:rTON

IN

UI.TION AqftVTTTES

Ft¡.ll-{li¡rer's
$¡esran ard Ìdedoff's Far{,ici¡ntion Þæsent

Íeetirg
Voted in a r¡nion election
Beer¡ elected to, run-ilated for,
or drosen for an office in a
r¡rion
Atterded a r.nion

Filed a grianance thrurgh

union

a

Results*
(t)
76
73

Sb-$¡*
(8)
95

L7***

16

22

28

L7

* I^Iithi:r lasE tr¡¡o years of beirg asJ<ed.
** sixce ¡eccnd¡g a rlplnber of tlre r¡rion.
*** Eidlty-tlìr€e peræent of full-tilrprs rño parficipated in tÌ¡e

sura/eÍ stated tlrey had never atterded a union elecÈion ueetirq.

-t02The figures in Freeman and Medoff's study concerning satisfaction with the
union are relatively comparable to responses recorded by individuals when asked

to agree or disagree with the statement 'In general, I am happy with the job
the union is doing." However, in the present study, twenty-six Of respondents

did not record an opinion. Seventy-four percent of those in Freeman and
Medoff's study were very satisfied (25%), or somewhat satisfied (49%) with

their union. In this study, forty-nine percent were happy with the job the
union is doing while twenty-four percent indicated they were not.

Table 28 outlines the authors' findings on leadership responsiveness and
members feeling about their say

in union affairs. Sixty-seven percent felt

the

feedback from the union was very good or somewhat good, while thirty-three
percent

felt it was not too good or not good at all. The findings in

the

present study indicate similar trends, although again, a large number of
respondents (32%)

did not respond to the statement, 'The leaders

are

unresponsive to members' ideas and concerns." Of those who responded,
twenty-seven percent agreed (20%) or strongly agreed (7%) with the statement,

while forty percent disagreed (33%) or strongly disagreed (7%).

With respect to say in union affairs, Freeman and Medoff's findings were much
more positive than those indicated by this survey. In the former, fifty-seven
percent
(38%),

felt their say in union affairs was very

good (19%) or somewhat good

with forty-two percent stating it was not too good (27%) or not good at

atl (15%). When members of the MFCW, Local 832 were asked to state how much
influence they had over union policy in general, thirty-four percent stated
vefy strong some influence, while sixty-three percent felt they had little
influence or no influence at all.

TABTE 28

LEADMSHIP RESPOI¡STVB{ESS

rrPerrcentage

SAY

IN

IJNION

of worlce::s vieruirg union's ¡nrfotaarre as:rl
Ver!¡ Good Scrreh¡t¡at Good Ncrt loo Good Not Good At Al-I

frm tlnion
Say j¡r Ilnion
FeedbacJ<

.A}TD

37
38

30
L9

Scl:rce: l[äbutated frqn tt¡e L.espøses of

of Erplclarent SurreY.
(Ðæønan and I'fedolf

,

23

10

27

l-5

384 r¡niqr lprke¡::s

1984, P.210)

in

L977 Quality
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Again, Freeman and Medoff note that those who are satisfied with their union
tend to be older workers, and those with more tenure, findings substantiated in
the present analysis.

The authors conclude that there is a great deal of union democracy in the
American labour movement, particularly at the local level. The results of the
present study indicate that

if

the level of union democracy is to be judeed by

the extent of meeting attendance, satisfaction with the union, leadership
responsiveness and say over union affairs, Local 832 is overall, considerably
less democratic than unions analyzed

in the Freeman and Medoff study.

Another study involving union democracy was undertaken by John C. Anderson in

1979. Independent variables in his analysis included formal and informal
participation in union activities, involvement in the decision-making process,
electoral process democracy and leadership responsiveness, while influence over
the control structure was the dependent variable. Anderson also tested the

validity of traditional measures of union democracy. (J.C. Anderson, 1979,
p.a38)

Table 29 summarizes Anderson's results in terms of mean values for the
variables outlined in the study. (J.C. Anderson, 1979, p.aal)

Anderson notes that measures of meeting attendance, Other behavioural

participation (union committee membership, union office, voting and campaigning

TABLE 29

LTg¡ OF \¡ARTÀBLES AI{D VARTABLE ArIRTKIIES
IN ANDMSON SNÐY

DÐcøacy

eiteriqr

# of ltæs

Sca1es

lbart

Std. H¡iation

Rarge

of

Values

l.þetirq Atterdarce

2

4.O4

5.l_3

0-18

Other Behavicr¡ral Fart

7

2.44

l_.35

o-7

Inforual Par{,ic (Ratio)

6

0.34

0.90

0-6

1t_

3. l_5

2.80

o-11

Ll-

L6.45

5.92

IL_44

6

L4.92

4. L0

5-30

34.66

7.78

12-48

0.13

0.10

0. 05-0. 80

ñmrlcer

of

Decisions

Influer¡oe over
Decisions
Electoral-

6nt¡:ol

(R)

I-eadership
Responsiveness
Iln:ion oontr.ol
Stlr¡ctr¡re (Ratio)

6

Nste: R i¡rdicate r€verse scori-rg; a lcn¡ r¡a1ue irdicates a gr:eat deal of

electorat corrt¡:ol.
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in Local elections and reading the union newspaper regularly), informal
participation (contacting the union when a problem occurs), the number of
decisions in which members are involved, influence over decisions, and

influence over the union control structure indicate that the locals are
basically undemocratic. (J.C. Anderson, 1979, p.441) However, the findings
also indicated that leaders are moderately responsible and members have some

control over the electoral process.

His analysis of individual items comprising the scales revealed that many
members reported being involved
processes, having

in union activities and the decision-making

influence over decisions, and having responsive leaders where

little initiative or action were required on the part of the member. That is,
almost one hundred percent of the respondents read the newspaper regularly and

voted in elections, while few campaigned in elections or served on union
committees. (J.C. Anderson, 1979, p.441)

Moreover, members reported participating in decisions,
having influence over them, or seeing leaders as
responsive on issues where structural mechanisms existed
for obtaining input, contract proposals, elections,
general union policy, and accepting or rejecting contracts.
Thus, it appears that although a large majority of the
membership may exercise their inalienable right to
inactivity, where little action is required, or where
structural mechanisms exist, democracy is likely to
be greater. (J.C. Anderson, 1979, p.441)
Results

of Anderson's regression analysis indicated that influence over

decisions, informal participation, other behavioural participation (a negative

relationship) and leadership responsiveness made the most significant additions

to the explanation of the dependent variable. The number of decisions in which

-105-

members participate, meeting attendance, and electoral control do not provide

much variance in the dependent variable. (J.C. Anderson, 1979, p.444) Anderson
concludes that:

The structural characteristics, and perhaps behavioural
participation variables might be seen as conditions which
facilitate or hinder the functioning of a democratic
process within unions, however, they should not be accepted
by themselves as measures of the phenomenon called union
democracy. Thus, future research on union democracy will
need to focus directly on the decision-making process' as
difficult as that may be.
Anderson's results are only marginally consistent with those

of the present

study; he found that members were likely to participate where channels of input
existed, namely accepting and rejecting contracts, suggesting contract
proposals, participating

in elections or having influence over general union

policy.

The results of the survey of MFCW members indicate that members do not vote in
elections and rarely attend membership meetings where general union policy is
discussed. Most have never suggested contract proposals. The only significant

level of participation occurs in accepting or rejecting contracts.

Anderson's statement that democracy is likely to be greater where little

activity is required, or where structural mechanisms exist, is not
substantiated by the results of the present study. The structural mechanisms

for participation are evident in Local

832, yet few members attend meetings or

participate in the decision-making process. In general, members feel they have

little influence over how decisions are made,
meetings

regularly. .

'

even among those who do attend
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Anderson's argument that such structural mechanisms might only be conditions

which hinder or facilitate union democracy is an important observation. In the
population under study, for example,

it

was discovered that membership

participation in activities has not fostered a sense of control over the
decision-making process. The implications of this finding

will

be discussed in

the summary and conclusions of the report.

(ii)

Summary of Quantitative Research

The survey results indicate a minimal amount of democracy within Local 832 when

traditional indicators are utilized. Popular participation in union activities
is practically non-existent, leaders are only partially responsive, and
members' perceived influence over any decisions is minimal. Only within a

small group of employees have the participatory channels produced a sense of

control over the union's operations. The older, full-time workers with greater
tenure are the most supportive of the union structure and policies, and are
most likely to concern themselves \¡/ith the Local's activities. This group

constitutes a very small, and dwindling percentage of the membership working at
Safeway and Westfair stores. The increasing use

of part-time help, and

the

growing numbers of younger workers have resulted in a population of workers who
are less sympathetic to the union's position.

The relationship between participation in union activities and perceived

influence over the decision-making process became more significant when
correlations in sub-populations of employees \¡/ere produced. For some workers,
such involvement constitutes a means

of inftuencing union policies and how

-r07decisions are made. For most, however, meeting attendance and involvement rn

other union activities has not signified influence over the Local's operations.

Comparison with other studies revealed that democracy within Local 832 is less

evident than in unions analyzed in similar studies.

CHAPTER

(¡)

VIII

Discussion and Conclusions

The present study has included a wide array of research methods in an attempt

to test old and new theories about the nature, extent and purpose of democracy

within a trade union organization. This final section will discuss the
findings of the study, focussing on the implications such research has on union
management relations

within an economically depressed capitalist environment.

lVhat is union democracy? Is

it

a representative democracy made up of

experienced and expert elected officials who discourage popular involvement of

the rank-and-file in policy formulation and dealings with management? What is
the role of the membership in a voluntary organization whose purpose is to
secure maximum benefits and decent working conditions

for a collective body of

workers? How does a union's long-term relationship with an employer or group

of employers affect the type of democracy desired, or possible within such an
organization? Do the objectives of a trade union limit the possibilities of

a

democratic organization? How does the level of democracy affect the ability of

the leadership to mobilize its membership to actively fight the employer on
issues

affecting

rvages, benefits and

working conditions?
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These questions are central to the discussion
addressed

of union democracy and have

in the present study. It is hoped that some insights into

been

the

theoretical and empirical research on the subject, as well as issues for

future debate will emerge from this undertaking.

Union democracy is not a formal set of rules and by-laws set within
constitutional framework.
the occasional
engage

filing of

It

a

is not simply perfunctory attendance at meetings,

a grievance, or any other activity a member might

in to register an opinion or complaint. Democracy is a dynamic

process

which extends beyond institutional structures; a description of these
structures is useful for the framework of analysis, but must not be construed
as democracy per se. Many authors have argued this point, yet Freeman and

Medoff's study illustrate the persistence of researchers to focus on membership
behaviour as the sole measure of internal democracy.

There have been studies which focus on informal methods of participation

as

valid measures of internal democracy. Authors such as John Anderson have
argued that informal contact with union representatives is often absent from

quantitative analyses of union democracy, yet constitutes an important means of
membership influence over union
comprehensive description

of the

affairs. This approach
phenomenon

comes closer

to a more

of union democracy. However, how

union's structure develops to incorporate the views of members expressed in
such informal manners cânnot be measured by such an approach.

a
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In short, studies on union democracy have focussed on the participation of
members

in various formal and informal manners. Researchers have based their

conclusions on the description of such behavioural

activity. The central

issue, however, is not how extensively members become involved

in their local's

activities, but how such involvement transfers into meaningful influence over
the unions' decisions This is the dynamic nature of democracy and requires
more in-depth analysis

of a union's government, and specifically, how, and to

u/hat extent memberS' views and demandS gOvern the local'S Operations.

This study has attempted to examine all facets of a trade union organization to
deterrnine the level

of internal democracy, and specifically, to what

degree

members influence, or are invited to influence, decisions made at the local.
Those surveyed

felt it

was very important to have direct say over how their

union operates; do they actually exercise such direct say?

The results of the qualitative and quantitative analyses revealed a general

lack of democracy within Local 832. Very few people become involved in union
activities, and most feel they have little influence over decisions made by the
local, and over union policy in general. There exists a small population of
eniployees who do participate, and who feel they have some say over the union's

affairs. However, the majority of the population is apathetic. It

is

essential to discern whether this apathy is due to genuine unconcern over union
matters, or frustration at the lack of meaningful influence such activity
entails.

- lto

Indeed, many members stated that involvement

-

in union activities

was not a

priority in their life. More important, however, are the feelings of those who
have participated; many were unhappy with the meetings they had attended, and

felt their

presence was not making a difference. These types

of comments

substantiate the conclusion that a mere description of membership behaviour
gives no indication

of the actual influence

exercised by the involved

individuals.

The same observation might be made about contact with union representatives,
shop steu/ards and elected

officers. Are members utilizing these channels of

communication to voice their opinions and concerns about the local's operations
and decisions which affect them in the workplace? Conversely, are the union's

staff and volunteers reaching out to the members at the workplace and including
them in the Local's operations? In fact, the role of the stewards and
representatives has been confined to policing the agreement and representing

the workers' interests on the jobs. Although past studies have commented on
the importance of the stewards and reps in the shop society (in terms of

relaying members' demands and comments to the leaders), the role of MFCW
stewards has not included this function to any great extent.

Although a survey of membership behaviour and involvement in union activities
rvas essential to this discussion

of internal democracy, it

became apparent that

the actual structures and activities of the local was equally crucial to
understanding the degree of democracy present at Local 832. Further,

it

was

important to determine the attitudes of the leadership with respect to desired
levels

of membership involvement in the decision-making

process.

llt
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The elected leaders and staff representatives of Local 832 believe
essential

for

it

is

members to express their views on the Local's activities, and to

comment on how well the leadership is performing its functions. None

of

those

interviewed stated that members should be more involved in the policy

formulation

processes

of the local. They were content with the channels of

communication and involvement through which members can voice their opinions,
elect their union officials, accept or reject contracts and vote on policies
developed by the leaders and

staff.

Those who run the organization want

comments and feedback on their performance; they have not made a commitment to

increasing membership input into the policy-formulation and decision-making
processes

of the union.

The brief history of the MFCW revealed that the local has secured improvements

in

wages and working conditions

for its Safeway and Westfair members over the

past two decades. In particular, the union has been able to secure lucrative
settlements with the companies during periods of economic prosperity. The

relatively peaceful relationship the local has enjoyed with these employers

has

affected the development of the union's relationship with its own members.

Prior to

1987, the

mobilization of the members for an active show of strength

against the food retailers has seldom been required. Rather, the negotiating
committees and the president have been relatively successful

in winning

the

workers' demands. Although these individuals undoubtedly recognize the
importance of the strength of the rank-and-file during negotiation intervals,
the actual mobilization processes have been few and far between. The union has
developed a highty skilled team

of negotiators, centered around the president,

who undertake negotiations with relatively little input or involvement from

below.

'

'
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This type of situation in not detrimental to the interests of the members until
the negotiators are unable to conclude an agreement without enlisting the
members to back the demands

with visible displays of strength, such as a strike

vote or strike. The lack of consistent participation and involvement of an

informed membership,

it

has been argued, has resulted is less than optimum

levels of support during these crisis periods.

The MFCW has faced concessions for a number of years, yet has met new
managerial strategies with few initiatives that might improve their collective

strength at the bargaining table. The union's objective is to improve the lot

of the members in the organization: when the structure and philosophy of

a

union hinder the attainment of this base objective, the interests of the
members are jeopardized.

There have been gß minor changes to the local's structure within the past
.,
decade, but certainly no concentrated effort to increase membership influence

in the decision-making process. More importantly, there does not seem to have
occurred a change in the union's philosophy with respect to the importance of
membership involvement. The leaders \¡/ant a supportive membership, but have not

provided programs and activities which would increase meaningful involvement of
the members that might in turn foster a better understanding of the local's
objectives and strategies.

The argument presented here is that a lack of membership involvement in, and

influence over the day-to-day running of the local prevents the development of
an informed and active rank-and-file who are easily mobilized to support
demands
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at the bargaining table. Democracy is essential to the attainment of such

a

collective body of workers. While leadership expertise is also essential,
there must be a balance of power within the organization

so

that members have genuine influence over union matters, and can readily

identify with their leaders at all times. The

case study

of the Manitoba Food

and Commercial Workers illustrates that the centralization of decision-making
po\¡/er

within the union has contributed to a membership who are either

apathetic, or unsympathetic to the local's philosophy and objectives.

Researchers have argued that the objectives

of trade unions shape the nature

and extent of internal union democracy. This issue has also been addressed in
the present study. According to staff representatives, shop stewards, elected

officiats and the members surveyed, the objectives of the MFCW consist mainly

of gaining improvements to

wages and

working conditions, and enforcing the

collective agreement. In light of past studies, these objectives seem

'narrow'; questions of job control, influence over managerial decisions, or
developing a class consciousness among members are beyond the scope of the
local's objectives.

It

can be argued that these narrow objectives have further limited the extent

of internal union democracy within Local

832

for the same

reasons outlined

above. The local has enjoyed a relatively peaceful relationship with the
employers partly because

it

has never issued demands

for more control in

the

workplace. The more antagonistic relationship this would produce would
necessitate a

militant rank-and-file prepared to back the union's demands at

the bargaining table and in the workplace. The 'business' demands the local

-il4has concentrated on have justified the development

of an expert group of

officials who are able to win such demands without excessive involvement of the
rank and file,

Another dimension to this argument is that, in an economically depressed
climate, even narrow objectives of improved wages and working conditions pose
serious threats to a company's economic
negotators alone

viability. An expert

team of

will not suffice to v/in the members' demands at the bargaining

table. A collective show of support is often required to resist concessions to
management. The ability of the leadership to mobilize this support

affected by the relationship

it enjoys with the members. Certainly

will

be

an informed

and involved membership would be more easily mobilized than one who had been
consistently discouraged from active involvement in the union's affairs.

The MFCW's leadership recognized this dilemna prior to entering into
negotiations with Canada Safeway

in

1985.

An extensive campaign was undertaken

to bring the membership into the confidence of the Local. The strategy proved
highly successful in terms of mobilizing support for the union's position at
the bargaining table. The incident illustrates that greater involvement and

input from the shop floor results in a better understanding of the Local's
operations, and an increased probability

of bringing

members on side to support

the union's position.

Indeed, one of the central contentions

of the study is that the level of

internal democracy is related to the nature and extent of membership support

for union policies and actions. The survey results supported this hypothesis:

-
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there is a relatively strong relationship, and the perceived influence members
have over the decision-making process is a good indicator

of whether they will

support union policies. As well, the recent Westfair strike revealed a lack of
general support

for the union's position. Of

course, the strike was very long,

and support levels undoubtedly deteriorated for reasons other than the members'
views on their local's structure and strategies. However, the brief history of

the local's association with the Westfair membership revealed a tenuous
relationship between the two parties which may have affected the levels of
support for the union's strike position. A more democratic institution might

well have fostered a more close-knit relationship between the leaders and the
members, resulting

in a stronger display of strength on the picket line.

This leads to the final contention of the study, namely, that greater internal
democracy would improve the union's strength, and consequently, members'

working conditions and benefits. The relatively strong quantitative
relationship between perceived influence over the decision-making process and
support for union policies indicates support for this hypothesis. As well, the
survey results and the examination of the Local's structure, activities,
programs and policies revealed a minimal level of democracy in the form of

popular participation and diffusion of decision-making poÌr/er. While the
interests

of the

members were served during periods

recession has provoked a number

of

of economic prosperity,

the

management strategies to cut labour costs

through concessions from its unionized employees. The increasingly volatile
bargaining environment which has developed over the past several years has
necessitated the union's dependence on the rank-and-file to win demands at the

-il6bargaining table. The union has encouraged greater membership involvement in
the negotiating process in an attempt to increase support for its bargaining
position, and to fight these concessions. While these attempts have been

relatively successful, a more systematic incorporation of membership input and
involvement in all areas of the union's operations would undoubtedly raise the
consciousness

of the workers, their militancy and their support for the union

during these crucial periods.

The case study of the Manitoba Food and Commercial Workers has provided insight

into a number of contentious

issues surrounding the discussion

of internal

union democracy. The major findings of the report can be summarized

as

follows:

(l)

Union democracy is a dynamic process which centres around
the relationship between the elected leaders and the
rank-and-file members. Most importantly, it involves the
manner in which members are informed of the union's
strategies and policies, the extent to which they influence
decisions made by the Local, and the ability of the
leadership to incorporate members'views and involvement in
the formal structure of the union.

(2)

The measurement of union democracy must focus on the above
elements, and must therefore include, not only a description
of membership behaviour in union activities, but an in-depth
analysis of the control structure of the union and the role
of the members in all decisions made, from day-to-day
matters to issues evolving during crisis periods.

(3)

The economic context surrounding the bargaining relationship
between a union and the companies with which it deals, as
well as the nature of a trade union's objectives, affect the
degree of internal democracy within a union organization.
If demands for improvements to wages and working conditions
will result in economic loss for the employer, or when an
employer's managerial rights are threatened, the bargaining
relationship becomes increasingly volatile. In order to win
demands, a collective and sustained display of strength by
the workers is crucial. Such activity can be mobilized more
effectively if the meúrbership is informed and sympathetic to
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the union's objectives, and has developed a sense of control
over the union's operations, and a vested interest in any
developments which affect its relationship with the
employer. In short, a more democratic institution would
increase the strength of the union in relation to
management.
(4)

Membership support for union policies is related to the
perceived influence members have over the decision-making
process. Greater union democracy may be an important tool
for increasing membership support for union policies, and
consequently, the strength of the union in relation to
management.

(5)

The relationship between a union and its membership is
affected by the bargaining relationship the union enjoys
with the employers. Changes to the bargaining relationship
often require new strategies on the part of the Local, which
in turn must include a reorganization of structures and
policies if greater militancy is required. The extent of
union democracy plays a crucial role in determining the ease
with which the leadership can incorporate membership
involvement and transfer it to support for the union's
position at the bargaining table and in the workplace

How do these results compare with conclusions past authors have made about the
measurement and purpose
measurement

of union democracy?

John Anderson has argued that the

of union democracy must include an analysis of formal and informal

membership participation in union activities. This study reveals that, while
such measurement procedures provide a starting point, more in-depth evaluation

of the structures, activities and philosophy of a union is required

to

determine whether such membership behaviour is transferred into genuine

influence over the decision-making

process.

Freeman and Medoff state that union democracy is dependent on the extent to

which members are involved in choosing leaders and determining union policy.
Unfortunately, they do not provide evidence that this is the case in the unions
they examine in their study. In fact, they also rely on membership

participation behaviour as sole indicators of the extent of internal union

- lt8
democracy. This study has illustrated that participation in union activities
does not necessarily entail a perceived influence over the decision-making

process. A numerical description of such behaviour falls short of a true
understanding of the dimensions of internal union democracy.

Perry Anderson contends that a more democratic union, and greater freedom of
debate within the union movement would foster a more self-reliant and militant

working class. Such militancy would be instrumental in strenthening the
union's position in relation to management, a situation clearly in the
membership's interests. This case study of the Manitoba Food and Commercial
lrYorkers' uniOn provides Considerable evidence tO support Anderson's

contentions. Greater involvement of the members in specific incidents has led
to a more unified body of workers willings to support the leadership's position
at the bargaining table. Conversely, the lack of an ongoing, successful
endeavor to educate the members about the policies and functions

of the union,

to encourage them to participate, and to vest them with genuine influence in
policy setting and decision-making has resulted in several instances where the
union has had to scramble to bring members on side. The failure to do so has
weakened the union

in relation to management, and has resulted in contracts

which have not always reflected the best interests of the members.

Benson's argument that unions are oligarchic structures was made

of describing national union structures;

most

in the context

of his conclusions are not

readily comparable to those reached in the present study. However, some
observations might be made. There have been no oppositional currents within

Local 832,

tt

least within the last twenty years. No challenges to the

-il9
leadership have occurred within this period. This factor may have also

contributed to the state of internal democracy outlined above. A strong
oppositional movement within the union may have succeeded in pressuring the
leadership for more widespread democratic reform. However, this is
speculation, and the results

of the study do not warrant a conclusive critique

of Benson's argument. It does appear that the concentration of decision-making
power which has developed over the years, and the lack of necessity to call on
the members to win demands at the bargaining table, may have resulted in an
apathetic membership unprepared, and unwilling to participate more actively.

Richard Hyman has argued that the focus on collective bargaining to achieve
union's objectives has limited the role of the rank and

a

file in the

decision-making process. This might be a further explanation of the limited
degree

of internal democracy within Local 832. The union has, historically,

confined its objectives to improved wages and working conditions and the
policing of agreements, objectives traditionally obtained through the
collective bargaining and grievance procedures. Wider objectives such as job

control or influence over managerial directives are considered beyond the

scope

of the union's mandate. However, the MFCW has, in this author's view, made a
genuine attempt to include the members in the operation of the Local,

particularly with respect to the negotiating process. Even a local with

'limited' objectives, can entertain a good deal of democracy. Indeed, it
been argued here that democracy is instrumental

objectives, regardless

has

in achieving a union's

of how narrow they may be, particularly in an

economically depressed climate. To test Hyman's contentions more
systematically, a cross-examination of unions would be required to determine
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whether differing objectives have an effect on the degree of internal union
democracy.

Some general comments

might be made with respect to the efficiency versus

participation argument. There is obviously merit to both sides of the
argument. A leadership completely responsible to the membership for each
decision would accomplish very little, whether in the implementation of
programs, the choice
Sorre degree

of staff, or the use of minor amounts of union funds.

of power and responsibility must be vested in the elected

leaders

to carry out the day-to-day operations of the union. As well, in certain
instances, such as collectivie bargaining, the negotiators cannot ask for

popular consent for each bargaining strategy, for this may jeopardize the
union's position at the bargaining table. In fact, even members of the
negotiating committee are kept in the dark about key strategic positions, The
experience

of the Local, in terms of company sympathizers participating

elected members

of the negotiating committee

as

has understandably made them wary

about opening the process up to the members.

Still, the power structure of Local 832 must be transformed to incorporate
greater membership involvement. Although attempts have been made to address

the concerns of specific groups, â systematic reorganization

of the Local's

structure must be undertaken to provide input and influence from the rank and

file.

The leadership must incorporate such involvement in all areas of the

union's operations on a continuous basis rather than waiting

hour to bring its members on side.

till

the eleventh

- tzl
The issue of membership interest versus those of the leaders was not addressed

specifically by the study. Further research would be required to determine
whether the members' interests govern the actions of the elected officials and

staff representatives. However, it is the opinion of the author that the
leadership of the MFC\Y Local 832 is genuinely committed to serving its members.

It

is a further opinion that the leadership believes the interests of the

members are best served

in the manner outlined in the description of the

Local's activities. That is, the leaders believe they are elected or appointed

to perform the job of running the union and must enjoy the confidence, but not
the involvement of the members in this task.

It

interests of the members might be better served

has been argued here that the

if

there was greater membership

involvement and input.

The results of the present research have several policy applications with
respect to the MFCW's structure and activities.

If

the purpose of a union is

to serve the interests of the membership and a lack of democracy threatens
these interests, some major changes must occur. some suggestions based on the

findings of the report include:

(l)

A systematic evaluation of the Local's structures, policies
and programs, to determine areas in which greater membership
involvement and input could be achieved.

(2)

More diffusion of decision-making power so that members can
exercise direct influence over union policies in manners
outside those specified in the Constitution and By-laws.
More specifically, committees should be vested with greater
decision-making po\ter, while meetings should be forums of
debate and policY formulation.

-t22-

(3)

More education of the members with respect to issues
affecting them at the workplace, and how the union's
objectives (and those of the members) can be more readily
attained if the members are united in their fight against
management. This might include unit meetings where members
can debate and question the Local's policies, and in which
the leadership and union representatives are present to
respond to members' queries.

(4)

A comprehensive education program to include orientation of
new members to the union's objectives and policies.

(5)

A reorganization of the shop steward system so that better
communication channels exist between the members and the
staff representatives and elected officials. Shop stewards
must be better trained to deal with membership concerns,
must be knowledgeable about the union's functions, and be in
a position to relay leadership directives to the members and
members' input to the leaders. The shop stewards should
become an active element of the local's communication
network, most importantly for the purpose of establishing a
visible sign of the union's presence in the workplace.

A greater commitment to an informed and active membership must be adopted
the leadership before any of these reforms can be realized. A more unifieid
and sympathetic membership, in tune with its leadership's policies and
objectives should be reasonable impetus

for this commitment.

by
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sl

Attitudes tcx¡arrl l-eade¡:s,trikes

2r. rn generaJ-,

Àlr^rays
22.

Ì.¡clüd ycu voice ycrur disag.repnprrt

potiry?

f, ar*.y=
23.

Yes

sé

ycu did Dct agre€ rv-itl¡ a

ü ur,-uy tr sætirc
tr

¡¡o

[

r:n_icr¡

¡¡.r",

f

once tt¡e nm¡ersnip gæa on ÉtriJe, hcÉr u¡c:h pcrÈr does tÌ,e rpnha¡çhi¡¡
have i¡ i¡rfluercirg tÌ¡e re.ders' decislcns o:iirg tlt"-#.iÌ"? (G. ;ä
üte rnslnhe¡s drarye the ur¡icr¡rs st:at€g1/ ù.rjJg o-"tri:."?¡

I afot of Fcner X s*
25.

if

Have )¡cÂt aner suggested ccr¡tract. prcposaLs?

tLt

24.

to aq¿:ee rrith tlre MFEW lea,ior.sr policies?
[oft"n
!sc,*ti*
D¡¡*r".

do ycrr terxi

Fcrrær D n"oary any FcxÈ\er

Eho+d the rrprrtçrrs tr.a¡e rcre di¡ect say o\¡er

ô.lrirg a stríl<e?
Yes

!

uo einica,l

[

hcÉr

]¡c

fl

l{o po¡,=o

tbe r-rrlcsr rrlLt act,

fI

Pa:ge 2

I'feeti¡¡r Àtterdarpe

^/oti¡s

FOR TABULATIT*G

Be}lavic¡.r

PURPOSES OìíLY

!}¡e foucrrirg qEsti.csls a¡e rc.re specificarry ::erated to ycr:r pa:ticipaticn
in
r¡ric¡: activities srcù¡ as æd-irys ärc-"r".*.rä".
ni*="
arrs*r
as
ac.^',.t€.Iy
as ]¡an can ræber.

nv""

11. Ilave ]ur e1¡er atteded a r¡ricn æe.tfug?

12.

\f

1æs, appru<inateJ_y lrcv mrry

Si-rþe

ljl'

I rrsnlç-f Of ttre

æetügs

trave

lur

atterded

In tl¡e past

r¡rics-l

nwo

)¡ear

Please Í¡dicate, lrcnr narry

tiæs ycrr t¡ave atterded tlre forlorirg types of
æetir€s sirre becoairga
"='"bei of tìe MFtrW.
Ge¡e¡:al I'tæUe:snþ

ELecticn

NegoLiatior IlFdate

St¡iÌe

ffiract prcpæaf

Oûter (Please Specify)

-r6

U-

zc

ä:þa
-L}
il

_
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Vote

3r
a

oú
31

14. Àr:e yc*r sufficiently rptified a¡d i¡rfor¡ed abcrt tr,e
ti-æs ard plaæs of
uricrr æetirgs?

I Hrruy" D
15.

ort

'

f sætjÍFs

rf ]u.l do rpt attærd r-u-ricr¡ reeti¡E, 6rtd
are t¡o hsy,

]¡c¡J

rrct very

I **r",

]>

ycu say r.rrry? (rs 1t bæause

hieres.tà, etc.j

ll

16. Ilave ]rcÂì e /er been.næ.i¡nted for, nrn for, been erected to
or applied -for
a u'ricn office ¡nsiticn? (HeanLíve, srcp'ste'¡ard;-I¡.ú*, Ræ:,;i;t-

Yes
17

' If

ycr'r have rEÈ beer¡

say wtry?

f]

i¡volved in tle

r.u-ricr¡

NoÜ
i¡ tihi-s r¡ar¡rer, ccpld ycrr

al

t)-

Page

ffiact.
ne>fr. sedicsl !¡ilt ask ycrr çesCicns

4

PURPOSES OììLY

Src¡¡ Stewardzlæ

Ed-s
ard w¡1cr¡ reeresentatlves.

abcr¡t ]rrr¡r ccmtact' rritÌ¡ 6bcp gts'latìLs

26. I!:v nany t-iæs

uricn

at rrcrk

Sjrce

27. If

lul

Ìrave ycu cctrtact€d a

becaæ ¿ rrpmlr?r

1u.t have ccntacted

reeoleserta¿ir¡e âbct¡t a

of tle r¡ricr¡?

In tbe last

¡núIm

1æar?

a rq), please l¡d'icate tåe type(s) of ccrrtact,.

leleçtrcrrirg tle wricn office I

vi-sitfrg tt¡e unicn office n

lstter to t}re r-¡-ricn rql fl
to a rqr j¡ t¡e stc'¡¡e I

Serdfug a

speaki¡g

FOR TABULATI¡'C

Oü¡er

28. If

ycr: have rrst ccntacted a rep, ccuLd ycrr please state r.Èly? (Is
Þeca'ce ycrr have rs/er rreeded to, ycrr do rrrt lg¡c*t tl-¡e rç, gtc.)

it
_
-61

29.

nariy t^i-ttÞs trave ya: ccr¡tacted a slrcp ster¡a¡d
porcblæ at r+ork
¡{cÉl

Si-ræ beccnù¡g a rÉml-Þr of the

r¡¡-icr¡?

ftcn ¡rcur st¡re

In tbe

abcf,rt a

la.sb year?

30. If ycu have not ccñtad€d a shcp stera:ri, ccr¡ld ycu please

ì3

say Éry?

-li

3f.

flave ycm s¡er

32. If rn,

33.

ccÂrl-d

filed a grriararre?

yan please state

Have ycrr erær

tle

yes

I

Uo

f]
-1l

?*Â

reascn?

Eied to ccntact,, cr qnken sltl¡ Berna¡d Cttrfsæ¡:¡ea
Yes

D

NoI

)R

Þge5

.

TASULATING
,URPOSES O){LY

Attiürdes abct¡t urricrr/ma¡nqsp¡t
gerel:-¿l, tr<rr lrelpftù t¡ave tbe follcnlrg l¡divlå¡ale been t¡ deallrg
rrith ccrperns ¡an Ìrnre t:alsed?
Not, lfelpful
Sæü¡al HelPftit
Very l¡elpftit

34. In

Srp

r¿

stewarÈs

ü

ü

tr

tr

ü

ü

Unicr¡ n+reserrtatfi¡es

35. Àre ycu hesitalrt,
nrways

abcrrt ccrrtacti¡g

Û

oft€n

n

ttp

r¡nlcr¡ abcut a pacblæ at r¿ork?

sæiæs I

Not"t D

36. In gerreral, þor cocperative do ycrr fird uarng@Êfit in tq/fus to fiJd
a so¡¡ticr¡ (if a prcblÉÍn ocanrs at rrork) whid¡ i-s agreeable to ycr:rsetf
ard' tìe ccryanY?
Not cocæeaLive Ú
Sær¡¡¡a¡ *.p.t=tit" I
very cocperaUive Ü
General- Àttitr¡Ces

rÐô s€cticn i¡rvolves ya:r vians crr r^rhat ycrr thi¡k yrrr wricrr shctùd be
doiJg. For eactr ita, ctreck tÌre r-espcnse lltriô ret clæely desci-bes wirat ycn:
t¡irrk.

T1re

37.

-ró

llc*J j4>orÌanb shcr:Id 1'cur r-rricnrs

ül

T

Fi$ti¡g for equal ¡nY for
of equal value

TTÚ

Gaj:rirg \'¡age jre'eas€s

ære fr¡ll-ti-æ
pæiticns

(e) caj:rfug

np'r¡re¡îs abcrtt

labcür rc\¡Énpñt ín

(g) SLjpportirg
un-icrr wtro

tfE

Canada

rnprrriLçrs of tåe sæ
a:e crr sEij<e

(h) sLportj-rg mæbel:s of a differert
r¡don r.¡ho a:æ crr strilce

-23

x

IÞfþf-dirg tbe ccrrb:act.

(f) rôv:atirg its
l1

Sli$rLty
I-WoÉaÍt.

(b)

(d)
c

Very

Prstect^irg uorlca:s' jobs

r'rcrk

---¡

I-ryoÉart
(a)

(c)

-tl

role be j¡ the follorirg sib¡aticrr.s?

n[[
unn
nnr
nnn
DDÚ

nn

Not.

flpoÉant

.OR

TABULATING

PURPOSES ONLY
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Dgrr¡o:acvl@¡reml_

Firrally, tra¡e ar:e sæ gereral
of tl¡e uricr¡.

Frocess

39. Il*t.-Fh Fnuerce
decisicrrs?

quesLicrrs abcr¡t

lurr role ln tlp ¡acislcrraaki¡g

do ycrr feel yor tr¿n¡e or¡er tlre fotlcrylrg tlææ

of

r:nicn-r

Sb:crg Sæ
LitLLe
No
InLfr¡erce Influerpe Inftueræ Influerre

Very

ií

(a) Detetnínjrrg
nrcposafs

T
T

CcrrÞ:act,

(b) Ele<ting read.ors
(c) Use of r¡ricn ñ.u-ds
(d) Ifi-rirg union staff

J?

31

(e) Disciplire of rnqurl:çrs
(f) Àcc€etirq,/Rejestiry ccr¡tracts
(S) Ilnicn poliq¿ in gerer¿t

.(t

2
(_
r¿

40.

verT rryortarre

93

41.

n
n
rl

I

sligtrtly Iryoftaft

U

n

T

T

D

n
u

u
n

T

o\,¡er hcx¡

l

u
n

D

ü

j¡q:orÌant to ycnr i-s havirg dj::ect say

Hcr"r

T
T
T
T

il

u

T
T

D

ycur

r¡-r_icnr

cperate?

Not Trçor+ant

lilry?

,17

42. I.t¡at do ycrr tåJrrk tì¡e r¡gTìbersr

43.

I{cfrt

do 1p.r

::oLe

i¡ tlre r¡ricn i.s?

tì-hk gtîeater ÌFnts'ership i¡Er¡t

ccr¡ld bes:t b€

üal¡ed?

fl
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{FTI{ Stt:ucÈtre

PURPOSES Oì'rLY

with t}¡e !lfFï}r,a EtJn¡crr.¡r€r urj¡s8

ffiffitrffiîce*
'8'

æcpr.e have

state tw ycu fee.r abcr¡t tåe_ fortcnrj¡g statæ¡ts,
þ ctrælcirrr- for
it€n trre reqørse Éricir æsE
.r*ery G;G;rûrat 1pr
tài¡¡k.
Strsgly Àgree No
Di-ÊStrcrgly
.ègree
qpinicn .ègree
Di-sagree

uru_cEl

b) f{mbers shcrrtd be ære j¡volved fn nerytlatlcns
c) It.is eaq¡ to ctrarge tÌ¡e
r.u'ricnrs positicn qr lssues
d) I rrEuld ¡rrefer to be ncrrr¡ticrlized

e) Tle laado¡:s a¡e Lûtres?qF
SiVe tO rrrÉtrìl^ÞlEr i¿e.! a6
coÌEr:r'¡s.

f) Ihere shcn¡Id be a ctrarge of
learlors at reguJ_ar j¡rtã:r¡¿ls
7) Ihere s,tlcrrld be mre
stet¡a¡ds

:) Ibe ÌFmbe¡^s dcr¡rt

sfr6>

har¡e n:ctr

føbers

a::e lcepE Ì¡Þll i¡,for¡ed abo¡t r¡ricm fr¡sirpss
i) lloæ active mbersirip

lr¡r¡olvr'¡rprt u'cr.¡ld

r¡ric¡: strcrger

na:<À

TT øereral, f
'n haÐf
wltà t¡e Jô t¡Ê
tr¡iäl

i.s doirS

T T n T

n

rT

T

l u n l

T T T
T T T
n T T

t¡e

-lI

n

1ë

I

r r
rT un D n T
rr
T T T T r
T T l T l
l r r T r
l l r T r
[]

say c ¡er Ì¡crrr the tnicurrs
dpcisic¡rs are nade

l)

t¡at

Pl-ease

each

'a) IJnicn n€gcrtiatj¡g ec,nrnittee
rtçñl.rs st¡culd be elected
a¡Tl rErt a¡poirrted Èy tåe

L)

FOR TABULATING

Á

3c

5L

3Y
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44. Þ

)¡c¡,1

ccnsjder tbe

Yes

45. ft:y

FOR TABULATI¡*G
PURPOSES O:iLY

a dsttnczatic uricrr?

u

I

sÉ

do ycu feel tÌri-s way?

46. Þ ycu bel-irye tìe
of it-s wptnì-çrs?
Yes
4'1

MFCW

I

. If rn,

I'fFCf{

is p¡rurirg æals rùict¡ a¡e in ttn best irrte:ests

ìlcD

D

-tt

rvliat goaJ-s EhcÂùd tlre rl'rics'¡ be p::lsuirg?

¿a
Shc¡c Stew-a¡ds

If yctt are a

shrcp

sterard,

ccru.J-d

ycu please êrlsl¡€.r the fo1-to,tirg questicrs.

48. Ikx lcrg have ycr: beer¡ a shcp stanrd?
49.
.

often does tìe
r j¡¡formed abcr¡t

ycrr, (eitler at rprk or at b.ñe) to

IIcr¡

r¡-rica-r ccn-rtact

yc

r¡rricu'l L¡JsirÆs?

I at Ìea.st c¡-pe per r+eek
I o¡ota cnpe s.¡ery 6 m¡tÌ¡s
D *t

lrtrerr

)teaJ:s

a specific Jcb

r¡eeds

.èbcrJt

l<eep

cræ fn't'Mrth I

[IardJ-y

*"r Ú

to be dcrE

50. Is tlre r¡'ric¡"1 rerycr"rsive to ycr:r questlcrs ard crtber rÞeds?
ar,*y= E
ofte¡ []
sæti* [
]¡e\¡er f]
51.

ar

tbere any sryesticns ]¡cr.r tr¿n¡e as to tlcrrr tle Ê¡Ep Etem¡rt syst@ cqrld
be iryr.ored to erco:rage m¡ersnip par-ticipaticr¡ 1¡ unicrr activities?

Àr:e

?t
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